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ABSTRACT
In recent decades, the development of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) has
rapidly increased and inspiration for novel designs has recently come from nature,
primarily based on the fast, efficient, and maneuverable flapping motion of fish.
Due to its potential, flapping propulsion is investigated through three studies.
The first study involves the comparison between swimming by flapping and by
periodic contractions. A direct comparison is made between the two propulsion
mechanisms by simplifying the motions, utilizing a machine that can operate in
either mode of propulsion, and evaluating the average thrust generated and the
average input power required per cycle between the two mechanisms when the
overall kinematics are identical. The two propulsion mechanisms are tested using a
variety of overall kinematics, flexible plates, and modified duty cycles, all of which
suggest that flapping propulsion is the more efficient; however, periodic contractions
with a modified duty cycle are shown to generate more thrust per cycle.
The second study involves the characterization of the impact of chord-wise curvature
on the hydrodynamic forces and torques, motivated by the dorso-ventral bending of
a fish’s caudal fin during locomotion. The impact of curvature is shown to depend on
the planform area of the flapping plate. Plates with a smaller or an identical planform
area compared with a baseline rigid flat rectangular plate either decrease or increase
the generated thrust, respectively. These phenomena are utilized to develop an
actuated plate for velocity modulation and a snap-buckling plate to provide a greater
thrust and efficiency compared with a rigid plate propulsor.
The third study involves the development and demonstration of a method to experimentally optimize an arbitrary three-dimensional trajectory for a flapping propulsor.
The trajectory is parameterized by variables inspired by birds and fish, executed by
a mechanism that can actuate an arbitrary motion in a hemisphere, and optimized
using an adaptive evolutionary strategy. The trajectories are scored based upon their
difference from a desired force set-point and their efficiency. All trajectory searches
demonstrate good convergence properties and match the desired force set-point almost immediately. Additional generations primarily improve the efficiency. This
novel approach finds optimal trajectories for generating side-forces, similar to how
a fish’s pectoral fin or a bird’s wing functions, and for generating thrust, similar to
how a fish’s caudal fin operates.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
The growth and development of underwater vehicles has increased significantly in recent decades. Remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) [1] have predominantly replaced
manned underwater vehicles [2] due to the increased safety, reduced deployment
costs, and extended mission duration of ROVs. However, humans control these
vehicles, which limits the duration of the mission due to operator fatigue. Control of
these machines occurs through either a long tether, which has a maximum practical
length, or through radio waves, which introduce a latency due to their travel time
in water. The development of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs) aims to
eliminate these drawbacks by removing the necessity of constant human operation
and control. Current AUV designs [3] and control mechanisms [4] continue to push
the limit of how fast, efficient, and maneuverable AUVs can be. Commercially available AUVs predominately use a propeller as their main method of propulsion, but
propellers have a few drawbacks. First, propellers can typically only generate thrust
in a single direction, which limits the maneuverability of the vehicle. (It should be
noted that progress has been made on propellers where the pitch of each blade can
be individually actuated during rotation to generate side-forces for turning [5–7].)
Second, propellers generate a significant acoustic signature due to cavitation which
corresponds to additional operating costs needed to repair damaged blades over time.
Inspiration for novel designs to improve the efficiency and the maneuverability of
autonomous underwater vehicles has recently come from nature [8] where there
are many examples of animals that have a superior efficiency and maneuverability
compared to existing vehicles. Studies comparing the efficiency of animals to that
of propellers have shown that while propellers typically operate with 70% efficiency,
animals are capable of operating above 80% efficiency. Furthermore, biomimetic
fish can turn at a maximum rate of 75◦ /s compared to standard rigid-bodied vehicles
and submarines which can only turn at approximately 3 − 5◦ /s [9]. Nevertheless,
progress still must be made to achieve the potential efficiencies achieved by animals
because a direct comparison between current off-the-shelf propellers and different
bio-inspired designs has shown that existing propellers are more efficient [10].
The first step towards a better bio-inspired underwater vehicle lies in understanding
how fish swim. Fish primarily propel themselves using either their body and/or
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caudal fin (BCF locomotion) or their median and paired fins (MPF locomotion)
[11]. BCF locomotion is typically considered to be the more efficient mechanism of
propulsion, allowing for a larger maximum velocity at the cost of maneuverability,
exhibited for example by fish that need to travel for long distances. MPF locomotion
is typically considered to allow for improved maneuverability at the cost of a lower
maximum velocity, exhibited for example by coral reef fish [12]. The category
of BCF locomotion is divided into four modes of propulsion: anguilliform, subcarangiform, carangiform, and thunniform. These undulatory modes correspond
to both the underlying propulsion mechanisms as well as the extent of the body
involved in large amplitude lateral motion. The anguilliform, subarangiform, and
carangiform modes use an added mass method of propulsion while the thunniform
mode uses a vortex-based method of propulsion, known to be the most efficient of
the four modes. Furthermore, in the order the modes were listed, the lateral motion
decreases from involving the entirety of the body to primarily only the caudal fin. It
should be noted that while BCF locomotion is not considered to be the most maneuverable, many fish employ a c-start motion to improve their maneuverability by first
rapidly pitching their body and then their caudal fin for spontaneous acceleration
and direction change [13].
BCF locomotion, involving an undulating or flapping motion used by fish, is commonly studied, due to its superior efficiency, by simplifying the motion. The flapping
motion is often approximated as a plate pitching [14], heaving [15], or pitching and
heaving simultaneously [16]. For pitching plates, work has been conducted to investigate the effect of the kinematics or the flexibility on the wake or the generated
forces. Schnipper et al. [17] mapped the phase diagram of the vortex street behind a symmetric airfoil as a function of the stroke angle and the Strouhal number
St = f h/U∞ . Here, f is the frequency of oscillation, h is the maximum thickness
of the airfoil, and U∞ is the freestream velocity. Buchholz and Smits [18, 19] used
dye visualization [20] to determine the wake behind a low aspect ratio pitching plate
and measured the thrust and the efficiency as a function of Strouhal number. Kim
and Gharib [21] used defocused digital particle image velocimetry (DDPIV) [22], a
quantitative three-dimensional flow visualization technique, to examine the vortex
structures formed behind pitching flat plates during their initial stroke. They found
that the flow rolls up on the suction side of the plate forming a horseshoe-shaped
vortex composed of two edge vortices connected by a tip vortex. This vortex structure remains attached and follows the trajectory of the plate with minimal outwards
motion from the plate. Dai et al. [23] showed that flexible plates with a reduced
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2 s 3 c) of 5 are the most efficient; reduced stiffness can be
stiffness K = E I/(ρU∞
considered as a ratio of a material’s resistance to bending over the bending moment
applied by the fluid. Here, E is the elastic modulus of the plate, I = ch3 /12 is
the second moment of area of the plate, c is the chord length of the plate, ρ is the
density of the fluid, and s is the span of the plate. Yeh and Alexeev [24] showed that
smaller aspect ratio plates can travel greater distances for less power. Lu et al. [25]
studied large amplitude motions and found that increasing either the amplitude or
the reduced frequency k = 2π f c/U∞ generates a greater thrust and requires more
power but simultaneously increasing both the amplitude and the reduced frequency
decreases the efficiency. A review of the theoretical work on flapping propulsion
was conducted by Wu [26]. These works have highlighted the importance of stroke
angle, frequency, and flexibility.

Underwater locomotion does not only occur through undulations, as there are many
animals which use lift-based propulsion mechanisms such as sea turtles [27] and
penguins [28]. These animals generate thrust, a force in the direction of forward
motion, by creating a force in a plane parallel to that of the pitching motion.
This in-plane force is approximately perpendicular to the path traversed by the
fin. Lift-based propulsion is contrasted with undulations which generate thrust by
creating a force orthogonal to the plane of the pitching motion. Generation of
a force nearly perpendicular to the wing path also typically occurs in flying birds;
therefore the design of a propulsor can benefit from an understanding of the complex
aerodynamics of flight [29] and the wing trajectories typically used by birds. The
wing trajectory of a bird can be implemented on an underwater vehicle by rotating
the trajectory by 90° so that the traditional lift force a bird generates is aligned
with the desired direction of motion. (It should be noted though, that the benefit of
using lift-based propulsion underwater is that most underwater animals are neutrally
buoyant. This means that while birds need to generate lift during flight to balance
their body weight, lift generation is unnecessary for many underwater animals.)
Wingtip trajectories are well documented for hummingbirds [30] and many other
flying animals such as the albatross, pigeon, horseshoe bat, blowfly, locust, june
beetle, and fruit fly [31]. These trajectories typically exhibit either a figure-eight or
an elliptical shape with an overall camber and various rotation angles and wing flip
timings. Studies of sinusoidal wing rotation velocity profile timings have shown
that advanced rotation, where the wing’s trailing edge starts to rotate towards the
direction the wing is moving in, is the most efficient [32] and helps to stabilize the
attached leading edge vortex, allowing for enhanced lift [33]. Non-sinusoidal wing
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rotation velocity profiles, which allow for varying rotational accelerations, have been
shown, in general, to increase the generated lift but reduce the overall efficiency [25].
These profiles take the form of α(t) = θ tanh[Kv sin(2π f t)] / tanh(Kv ), where α
is the angle of attack of the wing, θ is the amplitude of the rotation oscillation, t
is the instantaneous time, and Kv is an adjustable parameter. These works have
highlighted the prevalence of a figure-eight and an elliptical wing trajectory as well
as the importance of the amplitude, phase, and acceleration of the the wing’s rotation
for lift generation.
Other forms of propulsion used by some swimming animals include drag-based
propulsion, exhibited by turtles ands ducks, and jet-based propulsion, exhibited
by jellyfish and squid. Drag-based propulsion, similar to lift based propulsion,
generates thrust by creating a force in a plane parallel to that of the pitching motion;
however, the fin creates an in-plane force along the path traversed by the fin instead
of nearly perpendicular to the path traversed by the fin. This propulsion mechanism,
typically composed of a ‘power stoke’ used to generate thrust and a ‘recovery stroke’
where little to no thrust is generated, sees its greatest efficiency at low speeds and is
typically employed from rest [34]. Similar to drag-based propulsion, jet-propulsion
only generates thrust for a portion of the cycle. During the opening motion, when
the bell expands, two strong vortices are created at the tips, generating negative
thrust, while during the closing motion, when the bell contracts, fluid is expelled
creating a jet that generates positive thrust. The periodic contraction motion of a
jellyfish is often simplified to that of clapping plates. For this motion, two plates,
either attached at the leading edge or separated by a small gap, pitch symmetrically
in opposite directions about the centerline which is similar to portions of the clapand-fling mechanism [35, 36]. The closing motion is similar to the clap phase of
the clap-and-fling mechanism in which the two wings have come together at an
edge and pitch symmetrically towards the centerline, while the opening motion is
similar to the beginning of the fling phase where the two wings pitch about an
edge symmetrically away from the centerline. Early experimental work on the
clap-and-fling mechanism was conducted by Spedding and Maxworthy [37], who
obtained flow visualization and the aerodynamic forces during the fling phase, and
by Ellington et al. [38], who obtained flow visualization of hawk moths using the
clap-and-fling mechanism. Recent work on clapping plates found that low-aspectratio plates generate the strongest tip vortices, probably accounting for their greater
thrust coefficients [39]. A review of the progress on the clap-and-fling mechanism
was conducted by Sane [40].
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Inspired by the propulsion mechanisms of fish and the lift generating mechanisms
of birds, many bio-inspired AUVs [8] and micro air vehicles (MAVs) [41] have been
developed using many different materials. A few examples in robotics utilize an
assembly of strings and pulleys [42], macro fibre composites [43], ionic polymermetal composites [44], or shape memory alloys [45] to mimic the antero-posterior
bending of the fish’s caudal fin during locomotion. A review of the commonly
used actuation mechanisms was conducted by Karpelson et al. [46]. Generation
of complex three-dimensional motions for MAVs typically use single or double
cranks, single or double pulley systems, piezoelectric materials, or coil actuators
[41]. Another mechanism that can be used to execute complex three-dimensional
trajectories is a spherical parallel manipulator (SPM) [47, 48]. The advantage of
this mechanism is that an arbitrary trajectory contained within a hemisphere can
be executed with large torques because three actuators control the motion about a
single fixed point. (This is in contrast to a serial manipulator where one actuator
controls one degree of freedom.) There are many variations of this system defined
by where the three joints are fixed, but the RRR system design, where the three
joints are fixed to the same location, uniquely allows for infinite rotation [49, 50].
When using this mechanism, the complex three-dimensional wing trajectories of
birds can be actuated and modified as desired.
Trajectory selection of a fin or a wing for either thrust or lift for AUV or MAV control
can occur by either mimicking the trajectory of a selected animal, characterizing a
simplified version of a trajectory inspired by animals, or searching for an optimal
trajectory. There has been a considerable amount of work in regards to finding
and studying optimal trajectories. Sane and Dickinson [51] systematically searched
for an optimal trajectory that would maximize lift production starting from six
variables. In general, four variables were fixed while two were varied. After
mapping the parameter space of the two free variables, the optimal values were
selected and then held fixed. This process was repeated to find all six optimal
values. The result of the study found that a large stroke angle and a fast wing flip
maximized lift production. Stroke deviation, in the form of a figure-eight or an
elliptical trajectory, was investigated and shown to primarily decrease efficiency.
Berman and Wang [52] computationally sought to optimize a trajectory that would
most efficiently generate enough lift to support the body weight of an animal.
The trajectory was parameterized with 11 variables and the optimum found by
approximating the force and the power consumption using a quasi-steady model.
The optimal trajectories were all figure-eight shaped and generated just enough
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lift to support the body weight of the animal. Generating lift in excess of the
body weight of the animal only decreased the efficiency. Thomson et al. [53]
experimentally optimized a trajectory parameterized by 12 variables to maximize
the generated lift. They used an optimization algorithm that incorporated the BoxBehnken sampling approach, ridge regression, and two gradient-based optimization
formulations. Rakotomamonjy et al. [54] computationally optimized a trajectory to
generate the maximum mean lift. The trajectory was parameterized by six variables
and the forces were estimated using OSCAB, a flapping wing concept simulation tool
that divided the wing into 2D slices. Neural networks were then used to reproduce
the effects of the kinematics to estimate the forces and finally a genetic algorithm
was used to find the optimum. Tuncer and Kaya [55] computationally optimized
a 2D trajectory of pitching and plunging airfoils parameterized by three variables
to generate thrust. The forces were estimated using a Reynolds-averaged NavierStokes equations solver. De Margerie et al. [56] computationally optimized a wing’s
size, shape, and motion parameterized by 12 variables to simultaneously minimize
the average power consumed during a simulated flight and the distance deviated
from a perfect horizontal flight trajectory. The flight trajectory of the vehicle was
simulated using FMFAW (flight mechanics for flapping articulated wings) which
uses a semi-empirical quasi-steady aerodynamics model that divides the wing into a
number of rigid flat quadrangular wing elements. Optimization was conducted using
epsilon-MOEA, a multi-objective algorithm which behaves similarly to a genetic
algorithm. From the multitude of studies on the experimental or the computational
optimization of trajectories for both lift and thrust, the set-points were typically
a maximum force or a maximum efficiency where the force is allowed to vary.
These studies highlighted different optimization schemes, although many additional
options exist such as evolutionary algorithms [57]. Evolutionary strategy algorithms
are real-valued and deterministic, evolutionary programming algorithms are realvalued and probablistic, and genetic algorithms are binary-valued and probablistic.
Many of the base algorithms have been modified and refined over time such as
the covariance matrix adaptive evolutionary strategy (CMA-ES) [58, 59] which has
exhibited good convergence properties against common benchmarking functions
[60, 61].
The flapping motion is used throughout nature and has inspired many novel vehicle
designs; however, there is still much learn. Due to its potential as a viable propulsion
mechanism and the richness of the subject, this thesis aims to further explore
flapping propulsion to provide additional insights into its underlying mechanisms
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and to reveal potential applications by taking advantage of newfound mechanisms.
Flapping propulsion is explored through three studies. The first study in chapter 2
details the direct comparison of flapping propulsion to another common underwater
propulsion mechanism. The second study in chapter 3 details the characterization of
the impact of a novel geometry inspired from fish on the hydrodynamic forces and
torques of a flapping propulsor. The third study in chapter 4 details the development
and the demonstration of a method to experimentally optimize an arbitrary threedimensional trajectory for a flapping propulsor. These studies provide additional
insights into the underlying mechanisms of flapping propulsion and evidence for
potential applications to either improve the maneuverability or the efficiency of
AUVs.
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Chapter 2

COMPARING FLAPPING AND CLAPPING PROPULSIONS

Martin, N. K., Roh. C., Idrees, S., and Gharib, M. (2017). “To flap or not to flap:
comparison between flapping and clapping propulsions”. In: Journal of Fluid
Mechanics 822. doi: 10.1017/jfm.2017.252.
2.1

Opening remarks

The purpose of this study is to investigate whether swimming by flapping or by
periodic contractions is the more effective motion for underwater locomotion. Here,
the most effective propulsion mechanism is that which generates the greatest thrust
per cycle for the least power. For this comparison, the assumption is that a hypothetical animal desires the most effective mechanism and has two posterior fins
at its disposal. The research question then becomes whether the animal should
put both of its fins together and pitch them in the same direction (i.e. to utilize a
flapping motion) or keep its fins apart and pitch them in opposite directions (i.e.
to utilize a clapping motion). It should be noted that in this scenario, the bending
rigidity, which is proportional to the thickness cubed, for flapping is only twice that
used during periodic contractions instead of eight times larger as the plates are not
fused together. For simplicity and for a straightforward comparison between the two
mechanisms, propulsion by flapping is approximated as a plate pitching about its
leading edge while propulsion by periodic contractions is approximated as clapping
plates which fully open and close. The propulsion mechanisms are evaluated by
constructing a machine that can operate in either mode of propulsion and comparing
the thrust generated and the power required per cycle between trials of equivalent
kinematics, namely total sweep angle φ and total sweep time ts . For example, if the
plates undergoing flapping sweep out 40° in 2 s, the two plates undergoing clapping
would each sweep out 20° in 2 s. The plates are manufactured with a similar height
to that of the test section (i.e. to have zero aspect ratio) for the greatest performance
[24] and to generate approximately two-dimensional flow for a more direct comparison. Most tests are conducted without an imposed freestream to investigate the
infinite-Strouhal-number limit and started from quiescent flow.
The machine operates between Reynolds numbers (Re = Us/ν) of 1880 and 11 260,
further discussed in section 2.2. Here, U is the average tip velocity of the plate, s is
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the span of the plate, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. An analogous Re
for fish can be defined based on the average tip velocity and the length of the caudal
fin while that for jellyfish can be defined based on the average tip velocity and the
radius of the bell. Examples of fish that swim within this range are the Leiostomus
xanthurus (Re ∼ 10 500), the Brevoortia tyrannus (Re ∼ 10 500), and the Clupea
harengus (Re ∼ 3140). This was determined by assuming that the typical caudal
fin has a length that is 20% the standard length of a fish, a sweep angle of 60° [62],
and an oscillation frequency between 2 and 15 Hz [63]. These values give a range
of Re only as a function of the frequency and the standard length of a fish, many
of which are documented by Sambilay Jr. [64]. (The specific Re for each fish is
computed using the slower oscillation frequency for the Brevoortia tyrannus and
the Clupea harengus and the higher oscillation frequency for the Clupea harengus.)
Examples of jellyfish that swim within this range are the Chrysaora lactea (Re ∼
3140), the Aurelia aurita (Re ∼ 6280), and the Chrysaora colorata (Re ∼ 11 300).
This was determined by assuming that the typical bell has a total sweep angle of
20°, calculated by investigating the change in the angle between fully contracted
and relaxed states using line segments connecting the apex to the bottom of the bell
from images in Colin et al. [65], and a contraction frequency between 0.2 and 2 Hz
[66]. Again, these values give a range of Re only as a function of the frequency
and the bell radius of a jellyfish which are documented for the specific species [67–
69]. (The specific Re for each jellyfish is computed assuming contraction rates of
approximately 4, 2, and 0.4 Hz, respectively, and bell radii of approximately 5, 10,
and 30 cm, respectively.)
2.2

Experimental setup and methods

The experiments are conducted using a single machine that can operate in either
flapping or clapping mode for direct comparison (figure 2.1a). The design is based
around two co-axial shafts, each with one attached plate; the inner shaft is directly
connected to a stepper motor, while the outer shaft is allowed to rotate freely. In
the clapping mode, a gearbox is enabled which drives the outer shaft in the opposite
direction to the inner shaft, causing the two plates to pitch symmetrically about the
centerline. In the flapping mode, the gearbox is disabled and the two plates are fixed
to one another so that the outer shaft is driven with the same motion as the inner shaft.
The span s and chord length c of all rectangular plates are kept constant at 0.127 m
and 0.457 m respectively (figure 2.1b). The thickness h is 0.9525 mm for the baseline
rigid aluminum plate and 1.016, 0.508, and 0.381 mm for the flexible polycarbonate
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Figure 2.1: (a) Side-view of the machine. (b) Definition of chord c, span s, sweep
angle φ and sweep time ts . In the flapping configuration, where both plates are
together, the dashed line denotes where the plates end after the first half of a cycle.
In the clapping configuration, where both plates are separated, the dashed lines
denote where the plates begin the first half of the cycle. In both configurations the
arrows denote the direction of motion during the first half of the cycle but during
the second half of the cycle, the motion is reversed.
plates; the dimensional flexural rigidities of the plates D = E h3 /(12(1 − νp2 )), where
E is the elastic modulus of the plate and νp is the Poisson’s ratio for the plate, are
5.58, 0.247, 0.031, and 0.013 Pa m3 respectively. Another measure of flexibility is
the non-dimensional reduced stiffness K = E I/(ρU 2 s3 c). This definition is similar
to that used in Dai et al. [23], except that, here, U is the average speed of the trailing
edge, defined as (φ/ts )s, and the second moment of area I is calculated as ch3 /12.
The machine is driven with a sinusoidal velocity profile by an NEMA 34 single-shaft
stepper motor with a 8.474 N m holding torque controlled by a GeckoDrive 213 V
at 0.18 deg pulse−1 . The pulse train is generated using a National Instruments USB6211 DAQ board. The machine is mounted on NewWay linear air bearings to isolate
the force in the thrust direction (figure 2.1a). Forces are measured using a uni-axial
Interface MB-5 Mini Beam Load Cell sampled at 4 kHz with a maximum capacity
of 22.24 N, non-linearity of 6.672 mN, and hysteresis of 4.448 mN. The load cell is
connected to the front of the mechanism via a universal joint to nullify the effects of
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any generated moments. Torques are measured using a FUTEK rotary torque sensor
sampled at 4 kHz with a maximum capacity of 20 N m, non-linearity of 0.04 N m,
and hysteresis of 0.02 N m. The torque sensor is mounted between the stepper motor
and the driven shaft. The plates are fully submerged in a free-surface water tunnel
with a test section area that is 1.01 m wide and 1.83 m long with a maximum fill
depth of 0.6 m. Free-surface effects are diminished by placing a Styrofoam sheet at
the free surface near the top of the test plates.
By placing a Styrofoam sheet on the free surface and the bottom of the test plates
close to the floor of the test section, three-dimensional effects are minimized. Threedimensional effects are most prominent near the gap between the pitching plates and
the test section wall; however, due to the small aspect ratio of the test plates, the
region where three-dimensionality plays a role should be small compared to the total
area of the plate. It is worth noting that three-dimensional effects are more prominent
for the flexible clapping plates. This is evident because during the opening motion,
the flexible clapping plates separate near the pitching axis, allowing flow in the
chord-wise direction which is impossible if the flow is two-dimensional, instead of
opening near the tips.
Digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) [70] is used to investigate the flow field
generated by the rigid baseline flapping and clapping plates. The flow is seeded
with Potters Industries silver-coated hollow ceramic spheres (mean density 0.9 g cc−1
and diameter 100 µm), illuminated by an Opto Engine LLC 3 W continuous laser,
creating a laser sheet along the mid-plane of the plates, and recorded using a Dantec
Dynamics Nanosense MK-III at 100 frames per second. The vorticity field is
computed from a phase average of three trials and used to estimate the generated
thrust (F = −Fv ) through
∫
N
Õ
d
dα
+ρ
vdR
(2.1)
Fv = −ρ
dt
dt Rj
j=1
for two-dimensional flow reproduced from Wu [71]; the flow is assumed to be
two-dimensional due to the small aspect ratio of the plates. The first term is the
∫
change in the first moment of the vorticity field α ≡ R r × Ω dR, where R∞ is an
∞
infinite domain, r is the distance from the origin, and Ω is the vorticity; this term
∫
simplifies to R yωz dR as the only force of interest, the thrust, is in the x-direction.
∞
Calculation of α requires knowledge of all vortices ever created; therefore, analysis
of the vorticity field is limited to the initial cycle when all vortices are within
the field of view of the camera. It should be noted that dα
dt can be rewritten as
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dωz
ωz dy
dt + y dt dR because the control volume does not change. The second term
in (2.1) is the change of the velocity v inside the control volume R j enclosing N
solid bodies which is assumed to be negligible as the plates are thin. Vortex tracking
provides insight into the contribution of each vortex to the overall force.

∫

R∞

Direct comparison between the propulsion mechanisms is restricted to cases where
both the total sweep time and the total sweep angle are identical. The total sweep
times ts of interest are 3, 2, and 1 s, while the total sweep angles φ of interest are 40°,
60°, and 80° (figure 2.1b). For the sweep time of 1 s, the only sweep angle tested
is 40°, as greater accelerations are beyond the capability of the machine. These
kinematics give a range of Reynolds numbers, based on the average tip velocity and
span of the plate, Re = Us/ν, between 1880 and 11 260. Here, U is the average tip
velocity of the plate, s is the span of the plate, and ν is the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid. Force and torque data are obtained for all combinations of sweep times and
sweep angles where each combination has at least eight trials, each with at least 10
cycles. Average forces F and torques T per cycle for a single kinematic combination
are obtained by averaging the mean force and mean torque per cycle over all trials;
only cycles after the flow has reached steady state are used. The average thrust,
torque, and power coefficients are calculated respectively as follows:
CT =

Cτ =
C po =

F
1
2
2 ρU A

T
1
2
2 ρU As

Tω
1
2
2 ρU As/ts

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

Here, ω = φ/ts is the average angular velocity of the plate and A = cs is the area of
the plate. It should be noted that, for this choice of non-dimensionalization, F and
T from flapping and clapping are divided by the same value if they share the same
overall kinematics. The error bars are the standard deviations of the mean CT and
Cpo recorded per cycle and although they are only plotted in one direction, they are
symmetric.
The uncertainty of F and T, due to the resolution of the force and torque transducers
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are computed as follows:
F=

ÍN

i=1

Fi

(2.5a)

N

N
Õ
∂F
∆F =
∂Fi
i=1
2

!2
(∆Fi )2

∆F
∆F = √ ∼ O(10−5 )
N

T=

(2.5b)
(2.5c)

ÍN

i=1 Ti

N

∆T
∆T = √ ∼ O(10−4 )
N

(2.6a)
(2.6b)

Here, Fi and Ti are the instantaneous force and torque measurements during a cycle
and N is the number of points averaged over a cycle. The maximum value for the
resolution of the force transducer is 6.74 mN and the minimum value for the number
of points averaged per cycle is 8000. The maximum value for the resolution of
the torque transducer is 0.04 Nm and the minimum value for the number of points
averaged per cycle is 8000. The uncertainty of F and T due to the resolution of the
transducers are O(10−5 ) N and O(10−4 ) N m. This corresponds to an error in CT
and C po of O(10−3 ) and O(10−1 ). These values are small compared to the standard
deviation of the recorded forces and torques between trials in section 2.3 and are
therefore not included in the error bars.
2.3

Results and discussion

The effect of kinematics
The effect of kinematics is investigated by varying φ and ts on flapping and clapping
rigid 0.9525 mm thick aluminum plates. The average thrust coefficient CT and the
average power coefficient C po are shown in figures 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) respectively;
the phase average of CT and Cτ as a function of the non-dimensional time t ∗ = t/2ts
during the initial cycle from three trials for φ = 60° and ts = 2 s is shown in
figure 2.3, illustrating the typical behavior and for comparison with DPIV results
in a later section. The opening phase of clapping propulsion corresponds to the
first half of the cycle while the closing phase corresponds to the second half of
the cycle. The minimum reduced stiffness K of a single plate is 308.1 at a 40°
sweep angle and a 1 s sweep time, meaning that the plates are effectively rigid with
respect to the flow for all kinematic sets. Comparison of C po between flapping
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and clapping propulsions, denoted by the black and gray bars respectively, for all
kinematic sets shows that clapping propulsion requires on average 3.87 times the
power required for flapping propulsion. This can be understood conceptually by
considering the volumetric flow rate through a plane bounded by and moving with
the trailing edge of each clapping plate. Near the end of the closing phase, the
area approaches zero so the velocity must approach infinity; however, during the
beginning of the opening phase, the area starts from zero, so the velocity must
start from negative infinity. The required flow reversal from positive to negative
infinity requires a large pressure gradient which leads to an initially large torque and
negative thrust seen during the first half of the cycle in the figure 2.3. Comparison
of CT between the mechanisms for each kinematic set shows that the difference in
the average thrust per cycle is small compared with the difference in the average
power per cycle. It should be noted that, despite their seemingly different methods
of generating thrust, the average thrust generated per cycle is remarkably similar;
flapping generates a predominately positive thrust during a cycle from a vortex
street while clapping generates a positive thrust during its closing phase by creating
a jet to push out fluid and a negative thrust during its opening phase by creating
a low-pressure region to draw in fluid. Comparison between different kinematic
sets shows that neither propulsion mechanism consistently generates more thrust.
These results suggest that because the difference in CT is small compared with the
difference in C po between the two mechanisms, and because flapping propulsion
requires significantly less power than clapping propulsion, flapping propulsion is
the more effective propulsion mechanism.
Flow field investigation with DPIV
Snapshots of the non-dimensional vorticity, ω∗z = ωz /ω, as a function of the nondimensional position, x ∗ = x/s and y ∗ = y/L, where L = 2s sin(φ/2) is the
excursion length of the trailing edge, at different non-dimensional times t ∗ are
shown in figure 2.4 for a 60° sweep angle and a 2 s sweep time; the corresponding
force and torque data are shown in figure 2.3. The same behavior is exhibited
for all other kinematic combinations. During each half of the cycle, the flapping
plates generate a single vortex while the clapping plates generate two vortices, each
which typically contains half of the circulation of a single vortex generated from
flapping. Tracking of these vortices in time allows insight into their impact on the
net thrust generated (figure 2.5) through (2.1). Here, the non-dimensional moment
of vorticity, α∗ = (α ts )/(1/2 U 2 A), and the non-dimensional time derivative of α,
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Figure 2.2: Average thrust coefficient CT (a) and power coefficient C po (b) for the
baseline rigid aluminum plates as a function of plate kinematics. Sweep angle φ
is given in degrees on the top row and sweep time ts in seconds is given on the
bottom row of the x-axis. Black bars denote the flapping configuration while gray
bars denote the clapping configuration.

Figure 2.3: Phase averaged instantaneous CT (a) and Cτ (b) from three trials with
φ = 60° and ts = 2 s. The solid black line corresponds to flapping while the dashed
black line corresponds to clapping. The first half of the cycle corresponds to the
opening phase of clapping while the second half of the cycle corresponds to the
closing phase of clapping.
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dα∗
dt

∗

dα
2
= dα
dt /(1/2 U A), which is used to estimate the thrust coefficient as CT = dt ,
are shown as a function of t ∗ , allowing a straightforward comparison with the
instantaneous thrust shown in figure 2.3. In figure 2.5, the solid black line denotes
the sum of the contributions from all vortices, and the dotted black line, shown only
∗
∗
for dα
dt , denotes the mean value over the displayed time span. Data from t = 0.875
to 1 are not shown as the vortices become difficult to track. Vortices shed during
the first half of the cycle are labeled ‘1’ while vortices shed during the second half
of the cycle are labeled ‘2’; if two vortices are shed during a cycle, the positive and
negative vortices are labeled A and B respectively.

For flapping, during the first quarter of the cycle when the plates are accelerating,
the circulation of vortex 1 increases, giving a positive contribution to the thrust.
However, during the second quarter of the cycle when the plates are decelerating,
the growth rate has stagnated and combined with the net drift downwards in y,
noticeable by comparing the locations of vortex 1 at t ∗ = 0.3 and 0.75 in figure 2.4;
vortex 1 gives a negative contribution to the thrust. This drift in y continues at
later t ∗ , giving a negative contribution to the thrust during the second half of the
cycle which nearly cancels the earlier positive contribution. For clapping, during
the first quarter of the cycle when the plates are accelerating, the growth rates of
vortices 1A and 1B increase, but here the vortices contribute negatively to the thrust
because the growth rates of the vortices and their positions have opposite signs.
This contribution is largely canceled by the positive impact on the thrust generated
during the second quarter of the cycle as the vortices reduce in strength and drift
towards the centerline. These results imply that the main contribution to the net
thrust lies in the vortex moment from the vortices generated during the second half
of the cycle which figure 2.5 shows to be nearly identical between the two propulsion
modes. This provides an explanation for the similar thrusts seen in figure 2.2, as
∗
CT predicted through vortex tracking using (2.1), CT = dα
dt , is 1.25 and 1.50 for
flapping and clapping respectively, which is in reasonable agreement with the CT of
1.44 and 2.01 for flapping and clapping respectively computed from figure 2.3. The
discrepancy between the values is probably due to possible three-dimensionality of
the flow as well as the difficulty in tracking the shed vortices as they begin to break
up and diffuse; therefore, some vorticity may not be accounted for. Furthermore,
(2.1) requires knowledge of the vorticity in the boundary layer of the plate, which
is difficult to obtain through DPIV, and is the most significant during the starting
motion. This likely accounts for the lower than expected peak in figure 2.4 during the
starting motions. The similarity in the net thrusts is reasonable, as the magnitudes
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Figure 2.4: Non-dimensional vorticity contours ω∗z = ωz /ω as a function of nondimensional position x ∗ = x/s and y ∗ = y/L from PIV snapshots of flapping and
clapping propulsions shown in (a,b,c) and (d,e,f) respectively for a 60° sweep angle
and a 2 s sweep time. Each column corresponds to a snapshot taken at the same
non-dimensional time t ∗ = t/(2 ts ). From 0 < t ∗ < 0.5 the flapping plates sweep
from top to bottom while the clapping plates open outwards. From 0.5 < t ∗ < 1, the
flapping plates sweep from bottom to top while the clapping plates close inwards.
The thick black lines correspond to the location of the plates while the thin dashed
lines correspond to the original location of the plates at the start of the half cycle.

and growth rates of the generated vortices are directly proportional to the velocity
and acceleration of the plates, which are identical when comparing cases with the
same overall φ and ts . From the DPIV data, the circulation of a single vortex from
flapping is typically twice that of a single vortex from clapping, meaning that the
total circulation from the vortices are nearly identical. Furthermore, the excursions
of the the plates are identical when comparing cases with identical kinematics, so
the vortices will grow and shed at nearly identical positions, meaning that the total
α from all vortices should be similar between the two propulsion mechanisms. The
drift in y can be shown to be small as vortex 2 and vortices 2A and 2B tend to
primarily translate in x, noticeable by examining their positions at t ∗ = 0.75 and
0.975 in figure 2.4. A similar behavior can be expected after many cycles.
The effect of flexibility
The effect of flexibility is investigated using polycarbonate plates of different thicknesses on a subset of the kinematic combinations. The 1.016 mm polycarbonate
plates are tested with a variety of kinematic combinations and included for com-
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Figure 2.5: Vortex moment statistics for each vortex tracked in time from flapping
(a,b) and clapping propulsions (c,d) for a 60° sweep angle and a 2 s sweep time.
The non-dimensional first moment of vorticity α∗ is shown in (a,c) and the non∗
dimensional time derivative of α, dα
dt used as a predictor for CT , is shown in (b,d).
Vortices shed during the first half of the cycle are labeled ‘1’ while vortices shed
during the second half of the cycle are labeled ‘2’; if two vortices are shed during
a cycle, the positive and negative vortices are labeled A and B, respectively. The
solid black line corresponds to the sum of the contribution from all vortices while
∗
the dashed black line, shown only for dα
dt , corresponds to the mean value over the
interval shown.
pleteness. The minimum K value for these plates is 12.72, meaning that the plates
are reasonably rigid with respect to the flow for all kinematic sets. The CT and C po
for the 1.016 mm plates are shown in figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) and provide further
evidence that when using rigid plates with the same overall kinematics, CT is similar
between the two propulsion modes. The 0.508 mm and 0.381 mm polycarbonate
plates are tested with 40°, 60°, and 80° sweep angles, each with a 2 s sweep time.
The maximum K values for these plates are 6.549 and 2.763 respectively, meaning
that large deformation occurs for all kinematic sets and three-dimensional effects are
more prominent for the clapping motion. The CT and C po for the 0.508 mm plates
are shown in figures 2.6(c) and 2.6(d), respectively, while those for the 0.381 mm
plates are shown in figures 2.6(e) and 2.6(f), respectively. The CT for the 0.508 mm
plates is similar between the two propulsion modes despite the significant deformation throughout the cycle. (This suggests that three-dimensional effects did not
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impact the overall comparison, considering the influence of three-dimensionality is
significantly more prominent for clapping propulsion due to the induced chord-wise
flow which occurs during the opening motion. A quantitative three-dimensional
flow visualization technique is necessary to provide a definitive answer regarding
the influence of the induced chord-wise flow.) The C po for the 0.508 mm plates
shows a reduction on average in the required input power for clapping propulsion
compared with that for the rigid plates; however, the input power required is on
average 4.5 greater than that for flapping propulsion. For the 0.381 mm plates, a
difference between flapping and clapping becomes noticeable when comparing CT .
Here, flexibility has led to a deficit in thrust for clapping propulsion, as CT for
clapping is on average 0.6 times that for flapping, probably because the plates begin
to follow the flow instead of driving the flow. It should be noted that the bending
rigidity for flapping propulsion is twice that of clapping propulsion, which is a likely
explanation for why no significant deficit in thrust is seen in flapping propulsion.
Although C po for the 0.381 mm plates in clapping propulsion shows a 40% decrease
on average compared with that from the 0.508 mm plates, C po is on average 2.81
times that for flapping propulsion. (The reduced C po for clapping propulsion is likely
influenced by three-dimensional effects which allow the clapping plates to separate
near the pitching axis during the opening motion. By separating the plates near the
pitching axis, the required torque is reduced because the length of the moment arm
is reduced.)
The results for the 0.508 mm flexible plates suggest that an increase in flexibility will
not significantly affect CT but will significantly decrease C po for clapping propulsion;
the increase in flexibility provides a marginal decrease in C po for flapping propulsion.
A natural assumption would be that a further increase in flexibility would decrease
C po for clapping propulsion to the point where C po would be similar between the two
mechanisms but leave CT unchanged; if this were the case, the effectivenesses of the
two propulsion mechanisms would be comparable. Although the results from the
0.381 mm plates continue the trend that increasing flexibility significantly decreases
C po for clapping propulsion, they also show that decreasing C po can decrease CT as
well which impacts clapping more than flapping. Therefore, a further increase in
flexibility will probably not make clapping propulsion more effective than flapping
propulsion.
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Figure 2.6: Average thrust coefficient CT (a, c, e) and power coefficient C po (b, d, f)
for the flexible polycarbonate plates as a function of plate kinematics. Each row of
graphs corresponds to the results for a different flexible plate; the graphs on the left
contain the thickness h of the plates for that row in the upper left corner. Black bars
denote the flapping configuration while gray bars denote the clapping configuration.
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The effect of modifying the duty cycle
The effect of modifying the duty cycle is investigated on clapping propulsion only.
In clapping propulsion, the opening phase generates a negative thrust and requires
a large amount of power, while the closing phase generates a positive thrust but
requires less power. By modifying the duty cycle to increase the time spent (i.e.
decrease the angular velocity) in the opening phase and decrease the time spent
(i.e. increase the angular velocity) in the closing phase, CT should increase and C po
should decrease yielding an overall increase in effectiveness. It should be noted
that modifying the duty cycle will change ts during the opening and closing phases
of a cycle but leave the total cycle time Tcycle unchanged. For consistency, the
angular velocity in the coefficients CT and C po is defined as ω = φ/(Tcycle /2) to
remain identical to that used in the previously discussed cases with the same overall
kinematics. Modified duty cycles are investigated using 1.016 mm polycarbonate
plates with 60° and 80° sweep angles and a 2 s sweep time. The minimum K for
this plate is 12.72 at a 80° sweep angle and a 2 s sweep time, meaning that the plate
is effectively rigid during all instances for the slower angular velocities. During the
faster angular velocities, small deformation will occur typically at the beginning of
the opening and closing phases of a cycle. Two modified duty cycles, where the
opening phase took two and three times as long as the closing phase (2:1 and 3:1
duty cycles respectively), are compared with the results from an unmodified (1:1)
duty cycle. The CT and C po for the 1.016 mm plates are shown in figures 2.7(a) and
2.7(b) respectively.
Modification of the duty cycle for the clapping 1.016 mm polycarbonate plates
increases the CT and decreases the C po significantly. Compared with the CT and
C po obtained from clapping with an unmodified duty cycle, use of a 3:1 duty cycle
gives a 125% increase and a 45% decrease respectively. Compared with the CT
and C po from flapping, the CT and C po from using a 3:1 duty cycle are on average
2.42 times and 3.58 times those for flapping respectively. A simple method of
comparing the effectiveness between the two propulsion mechanisms is to use the
force ratio, defined as η ≡ F/(T/s), shown in figure 2.7(c). This result suggests
that modification of the duty cycle for clapping propulsion causes the force ratio
to approach that given by flapping propulsion. Additionally, this comparison is
made with flapping propulsion without optimizing its motion; therefore, it is a
reasonable assumption that the force ratio can be improved for flapping propulsion.
This suggests that flapping propulsion is still the more effective mechanism, but
clapping propulsion with a modified duty cycle can produce a greater thrust than
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η

Figure 2.7: Average thrust coefficient CT (a), power coefficient C po (b), and force
ratio η (c) for the 1.016 mm thick polycarbonate plate as a function of plate kinematics. Black bars denote the flapping configuration while the gray bars denote the
clapping configuration with different duty cycles given as the ratio of the time spent
in the opening phase to that spent in the closing phase.

flapping propulsion with an unmodified duty cycle.
For completeness, the CT and C po for the 0.508 mm plates with a modified duty cycle
are included and shown in figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b) respectively. Compared with
the CT obtained from clapping with an unmodified duty cycle, use of a 2:1 and 3:1
duty cycle gives a 45% increase and a 48% increase, respectively. The diminishing
returns of moving from a 2:1 duty cycle to a 3:1 duty cycle are due to the high K
value for these plates, causing the plates to be almost passive to the flow. This effect
is apparent in the results for C po , which show a minimal decrease moving from a
duty cycle of 1:1 to 2:1 and to 3:1. Because the plates deformed significantly when
using a 1:1 duty cycle, increasing the angular velocity during the closing motion
does not require much more power and decreasing the angular velocity during the
opening motion does not save much more power. Comparing the best case scenario
for clapping propulsion with the 3:1 duty cycle to flapping propulsion, the CT of
clapping is 1.76 times that for flapping but C po is 2.32 times that for flapping. These
results further illustrate the diminishing returns of using highly flexible plates and
corroborate the conclusion that flapping propulsion is the more efficient mechanism.
For these particular plates though, using clapping propulsion with a modified duty
cycle only generates an increased thrust over flapping propulsion at the slower
angular velocities when the fluid forces are not as large.
The effect of co-flow
Preliminary studies on the effect of co-flow are included for completeness, motivated
by questions surrounding how the mechanisms would perform when the co-flow
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Figure 2.8: Average thrust coefficient CT (a) and power coefficient C po (b) for
the 0.508 mm thick polycarbonate plate as a function of plate kinematics. Black
bars denote the flapping configuration while the gray bars denote the clapping
configuration with different duty cycles given as the ratio of the time spent in the
opening phase to that spent in the closing phase.

velocity matches or exceeds the average velocity generated by the mechanisms.
The two co-flow velocities tested are 0.122 m s−1 and 0.2035 m s−1 which are nondimensionalized as U ∗ = ωs/U∞ . The co-flow velocity that would match the average
velocity generated is selected based on the DPIV results in a previous section to
have CT be as close to zero as possible. This is illustrated by the CT of flapping and
1:1 clapping in figure 2.9(a). The co-flow velocity that would exceed the average
velocity generated is selected arbitrarily. It should be noted that CT and C po are
defined in the same manner as the previous sections for consistency, as opposed to
using U∞ as the characteristic velocity. The two sets of tests plates investigated are
the 1.016 mm and the 0.381 mm thick polycarbonate plates. When considering the
previously shown benefits of using a modified duty cycle with clapping propulsion, a
2:1 and a 3:1 duty cycle is also tested in the presence of the same co-flow velocities.
The CT and the C po for the plates in co-flow are shown in figures 2.9(a,c) and 2.9(b,d).
It should be noted that in five of the six tested cases, the generated thrust is negative.
This is reasonable for the cases in which the co-flow velocity exceeds the average
velocity generated by the mechanism, because if the on-coming velocity is greater
than the average velocity that the mechanism could generate, a negative thrust, or
drag, would result. (This situation is analogous to a fish trying to swim upstream
without the necessary strength to exceed the on-coming flow and getting swept
downstream.) For these five cases, because the thrust is negative, the propulsion
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Figure 2.9: Average thrust coefficient CT (a,c) and power coefficient C po (b,d)
for the 1.016 mm and 0.381 mm thick polycarbonate plates as a function of plate
kinematics. Each row of graphs corresponds to the results for a different flexible
plate; the graphs on the left contain the thickness h of the plates for that row in the
upper left corner. Black bars denote the flapping configuration while the gray bars
denote the clapping configuration with different duty cycles given as the ratio of the
time spent in the opening phase to that spent in the closing phase.
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mechanism that performs the best is simply that which minimizes drag. (It should
be noted that for all of these circumstances, the best performance would actually
be achieved by remaining aligned with the direction of the flow and not actuating.
In this case, the only force would be skin friction, which would be significantly
less than the pressure drag obtained by actuating, and the power required would
be zero.) For the 1.016 mm plates, because they are rigid and because clapping
propulsion uses two fins, the drag is significantly greater for clapping propulsion
compared with flapping propulsion. This problem is compounded by moving from
a 1:1 to a 2:1 duty cycle, during which the opening motion lasts longer, meaning the
large planform area is exposed for longer. For the 0.381 mm plates, because of their
flexibility and because clapping propulsion uses two fins, meaning the effective plate
thickness is half that of flapping propulsion, the plates bend into a more streamlined
shape which significantly reduces the resulting drag. The trends in C po mimic those
from the previously shown cases that flapping consistently requires less power.
The trends in CT and C po for the single case where a positive thrust is generated
mimics those from the previously shown studies that moving from a 1:1 duty cycle
to a 3:1 duty cycle increases CT and decreases C po . It should be noted that the
decrease in C po is not as significant as that when co-flow is not present. This is
probably because there are two competing factors. By opening slowly, the fluid does
not have to be accelerated as much, which reduces the input power required, but a
large planform area is presented for a longer duration compared with the 1:1 case,
which increases the input power required. Interestingly, an efficiency comparison
of flapping propulsion to clapping propulsion with a 3:1 duty cycle for this case
reveals a small advantage in efficiency for clapping propulsion. CT for clapping
propulsion with a 3:1 duty cycle is 4.92 times that for flapping propulsion while C po
is only 4.72 times that for flapping propulsion. This shows promise that clapping
propulsion with a modified duty cycle may have a superior efficiency to flapping
propulsion in the presence of co-flow.
2.4

Closing remarks

A comparison has been made between flapping and clapping propulsions to determine which mechanism a hypothetical animal with two appendages should use.
Overall, the results suggest that between Re of 1880 and 11 260, flapping is the
more effective propulsion mechanism but a greater thrust can be generated using
clapping propulsion with a modified duty cycle compared with flapping propulsion
with an unmodified duty cycle. Between the two mechanisms, the difference in
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the average thrust generated per cycle using the rigid aluminum plates was small
compared with the difference in the average power required, for which flapping
required significantly less power compared with clapping. Increase of the flexibility
led to a decrease in the input power required, more so for clapping than for flapping,
but did not decrease the power required enough for the effectiveness of clapping
propulsion to be comparable to that from flapping propulsion. Modification of the
duty cycle for rigid clapping plates led to a significant increase in the average thrust
generated per cycle, which surpassed that produced during flapping propulsion, and
to a significant decrease in the required power, causing the effectiveness of clapping
propulsion to approach that of the unoptimized flapping propulsion. Therefore,
the results suggest that if the hypothetical animal wants to use the most effective
mechanism, the animal should put its two fins together and utilize a flapping motion.
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Chapter 3

INVESTIGATING THE IMPACT OF CHORD-WISE
CURVATURE ON FLAPPING PROPULSION

Martin, N. K. and Gharib, M. (2018). “On the role of tip curvature on flapping
plates”. In: Bioinspiration and Biomimetics 13.
doi: 10.1088/1748-3190/aaa1c0.
© IOP Publishing. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved.
3.1

Opening remarks

The antero-posterior bending of the fish’s caudal fin during locomotion has been well
studied and replicated in modern AUVs [8]. By contrast, the dorso-ventral bending
of the caudal fin, documented by Bainbridge [72], remains largely unexplored to
the best of the authors’ knowledge. In his study, dorso-ventral bending (referred to
as chord-wise bending herein), where the two tips of the caudal fin bend towards
each other on a dace (Leuciscus leuciscus) was proposed to help smooth out the
intermittent thrust generated by the tail and assist in braking; a concave caudal fin
geometry was presented towards the incoming fluid when attempting a quick-stop
maneuver. The maximum tip radius of curvature achieved by the dace was approximately 55 mm with a tip curvature aspect ratio β = h/c0 of approximately 0.22;
here, h and c0 are the height and width of the curved geometry (figure 3.1(c)). Studies of bluegill sunfish (Lepomis macrochirus) [73], which predominately maneuver
using their pectoral fins, documented a cupping motion of the pectoral fins when
swimming, creating a bent geometry similar to the dorso-ventral bending of the
dace’s caudal fin. This motion was recreated using actuated fin rays, which behave
similarly to a bimetallic strip, and was shown to significantly reduce drag [74].
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of chord-wise tip curvature
on the forces and torques generated by flapping plates as a simplified model of the
dorso-ventral bending of a fish’s caudal fin during locomotion. Here, the flapping
motion of a fish’s caudal fin during locomotion is approximated by the pitching
motion of plates. This motion is used to emulate thunniform swimming where the
caudal fin is the primary source of thrust and lateral motion [11]. The plates are
compared at different stroke angles φ and stroke times ts (figure 3.1(b)) to assess their
performance using the experimental setup described in section 3.2. First, the concept
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Figure 3.1: (a) Side view of the experimental setup and the definition of the span
s and the chord c. (b) Definition of the stroke angle φ, the stroke time ts , and the
positive direction of the x, y, and z axes, the forces Fx and Fy , and the torque Tz .
The dashed line denotes the original position of the plate at the beginning of the
first half of the cycle. The curved arrow denotes the direction of motion during the
first half of the cycle; during the second half of the cycle, the motion is reversed. (c)
Definition of the height h and the width c0 measured at the tip of the test plates.

of emulating active chord-wise bending, similar to the dorso-ventral bending seen in
the caudal fin, is explored. A baseline is established by comparing a rigid flat plate
with rigid curved plates. This is followed by the implementation of a dynamicallyactuated design. Second, the impact of curvature is isolated using plates with
the same planform area. This is in contrast to the previous cases which emulate
physically curving the plates which reduces the plate’s planform area. Similar to
the previous case, a baseline is established using rigid curved plates, followed by
a brief discussion on the impact of the planform area and the implementation of a
passively-actuated plate. Finally, the generated wake behind select test plates are
investigated to explain their performance. All tests begin from quiescent flow and
continue without an imposed co-flow to investigate the infinite-Strouhal-number
limit.
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Figure 3.2: Render of the test plates used. ‘R’ denotes a rigid static plate, ‘A’
denotes an actuated plate, ‘C’ denotes a plate emulating physically curving the two
free corners towards each other reducing the planform area, ‘M’ denotes a plate with
a matched planform area to that of the baseline flat plate, and ‘-F’ indicates that a
fence is added to the tip of the plate . The numbers ‘0’, ‘1’, and ‘2’ qualitatively
distinguish between no, small, and large tip curvatures.

3.2

Experimental setup

The setup shown in figure 3.1(a) pitches the test plates, shown with their acronyms,
in figure 3.2. The first letter of ‘R’ or ‘A’ denotes a rigid (R) static plate or an actuated
(A) plate, respectively. The second letter of ‘C’ corresponds to plates which emulate
physically curving (C) the two free corners of a plate towards each other and therefore
have a reduced planform area. The second letter of ‘M’ corresponds to plates used
to isolate the impact of tip curvature and therefore have the same chord, the same
span, and a matched (M) planform area, 5470 mm2 , as those of the baseline rigid
flat plate. The numbers ‘0’, ‘1’, and ‘2’ are used to qualitatively distinguish between
no, small, and large tip curvature. The addition of ‘-F’ to the acronym indicates that
a fence (F) is added to the tip of the plate.
A full cycle consists of two strokes. The forward and the backward strokes are
defined as the first and the second stroke in a cycle, respectively. It should be noted
that the rigid curved plates present a concave geometry towards the incoming flow
during the forward stroke and a convex geometry towards the incoming flow during
the backward stroke. All of the test plates are compared with the baseline aluminum
rigid flat plate R0 with a span s = 110.5 mm, a chord length c = 50 mm, a thickness
t = 1.65 mm, a planform area A = 5520 mm2 , and an aspect ratio s/c = 2.21; all
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other plates have the same span and chord unless specified otherwise.
Plates RC1 and RC2 are rapidly-prototyped 4 mm thick plastic plates with a tip
chord-wise radius of curvature of 72.0 mm and 15.9 mm, tip curvature aspect ratio
β = h/c0 of 0.0878 and 0.5 (figure 3.1(c)), and a planform area of 5410 mm2 and
4700 mm2 , respectively. The chords of plates RC1 and RC2 decrease linearly from
50 mm at the root to 49 mm and 31.8 mm, respectively, at the tip of the plate. Plate
AC1 is a dynamically-actuated plate with a controllable tip curvature realized by
attaching a 35 mm long 0.254 mm diameter Dynalloy, Inc. Flexinol actuator wire
made of Nitinol, a shape memory alloy that contracts when heated to 70 ◦C by an
electric current, to the tip of a 0.381 mm and a 0.508 mm thick polycarbonate plate.
Stronger material or thicker polycarbonate plates exceed the actuation capability of
the Nitinol wire. These plates have a reduced stiffness K = E I/ρU 2 s3 c of 1.094
and 1.459, respectively. The 0.381 mm thick plate is tested at φ = 90° in ts = 2 s
while the 0.508 mm thick plate is tested at φ = 60° in ts = 1 s (figure 3.1(b)). For
K = O(1), the bending moment applied by the fluid is comparable to the material’s
resistance to bending, meaning that the plate significantly deforms throughout the
cycle. This definition of K is similar to that used by Dai et al. [23], except here,
U = sφ/ts is the average speed of the trailing edge. The Nitinol wire, selected due to
its large deflection and actuation force compared with other mechanisms [46], has a
maximum strain rate and pulling force of 4.5% and 8.74 N, respectively. Actuation
occurs through a BOP 50-4M controllable power supply, with a voltage range of
±50 V and a current range of ±4 A, using signals from a National Instruments USB6211 DAQ. When actuated in 20 ◦C water using a 0-4 A square wave, the tip obtains
a maximum radius of curvature of 43 mm and a β = 0.13 in 0.05 s. The relaxation
time of the wire is approximately 0.5 s; however, during the pitching motion, the
relaxation time decreases due to convection cooling.
Plates RM2 and RM2-F are rapidly-prototyped, 2 mm thick plastic plates with a tip
chord-wise radius of curvature of 23 mm and a β = 0.5. The plates are identical
except that plate RM2-F has a 2 mm thick fence attached to the tip. Plate AM2 is
a passively-actuated plate that snap-buckles into an inextensible curved geometry
similar to that of plate RM2 following a change in direction. This is accomplished by
attaching a 0.02 mm thick polycarbonate sheet, with a pre-curved 23 mm tip radius
of curvature to a 1.59 mm diameter brass wire frame. (A trial-and-error process
is used to select a thickness for the polycarbonate sheet that would snap-buckle
immediately following a change in direction for various kinematics.) The radius
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of curvature is identical to that of plates RM2 and RM2-F. It should be noted that
plate AM2 presents a concave geometry into the flow during both the forward and
the backward strokes and that polycarbonate is effectively inextensible under the
tested flow conditions, meaning the material does not stretch during the motion. A
summary of the test plates and their acronyms is shown table 3.1.
Plate
R0
RC1
RC2
RM2
RM2-F
AC1
AM2

Type
Rigid
Rigid
Rigid
Rigid
Rigid
Actuated
Actuated

A(mm2 )
β(-)
5520
0
5410
0.0878
4700
0.5
5470
0.5
5470
0.5
5520
0.13
5520
0.5

Note
Fence
Nitinol
Snap-buckle

Table 3.1: Abbreviations and characteristics of the plates.
The plates are pitched by a Maxon EC 45 flat DC brushless motor, to which a 4.3:1
reduction gearhead and a 2048 counts per turn encoder are attached. The motor
is controlled using an EPOS2 24/5 digital position controller and driven with a
sinusoidal velocity profile generated from a National Instruments USB-6211 DAQ
board. The stroke angles φ studied are 45°, 60°, 75°, and 90°, while the stroke
times ts studied are 2, 1, 0.75, and 0.5 s for a single stroke (figure 3.1(b)). These
kinematics give a range of Reynolds numbers Re = Us/ν, used to characterize
the flow conditions from a ratio of inertial to viscous forces, between 7920 and
19 000 based on the average tip velocity of the plate U = ωs, the average angular
velocity of the plate ω = φ/ts , the span of the plate s, and the kinematic viscosity
of the fluid ν. It should be noted that the rigid plates do not exhibit any significant
deformation during any of the trials. The performance of the plates is evaluated
by investigating the instantaneous and the average forces and torques generated per
cycle after reaching steady state; the average values per cycle are typically calculated
from five trials, with at least eight cycles per trial. The forces and torques used to
assess the performance of each plate are measured using an ATI Nano 43 sampled at
4 kHz, a 6-axis force and torque transducer, with a maximum capacity of 18 N and
250 N mm and a resolution of 0.0039 N and 0.050 N mm. The average side-force,
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thrust, and torque coefficients are written as:
CS =

|Fx |
1
2
2 ρU A

CT =

Fy

Cτ =

1
2
2 ρU A

|Tz |
1
2
2 ρU As

(3.1a)
(3.1b)
(3.1c)

The instantaneous versions of these coefficients are identical but do not use averaged
quantities denoted by an overline. The signs and directions of the forces and torques
are consistent with the coordinate system illustrated in figure 3.1(b). The efficiency
is defined in two ways:
η1 =
η2 =

Fy
|Fx |
Fy

(3.2a)
(3.2b)

|Tz /s|

Here, η1 compares the thrust to the side-force, typically used in biology, while
η2 compares the thrust generated to the required torque, similar to a mechanical
efficiency. It should be noted that Tz can be interpreted as an alternative description
for side-force, as Tz is related to the force normal to the plate at all times throughout
the motion. The error bars shown for C S , CT , η1 , and η2 in section 3.3 are computed
from the standard deviation of the mean CS , CT , and Cτ per cycle and although
they are only plotted in one direction, they are symmetric. The minimum value for
the number of points averaged per cycle is 8000. The uncertainty of |Fx |, Fy , and
|Tz |, computed from (2.5c) and (2.6b), due to the resolution of the transducers are
O(10−5 ) N, O(10−5 ) N, and O(10−7 ) N m. This corresponds to an error in C S , CT ,
and C τ of O(10−3 ), O(10−3 ), and O(10−4 ). These values are small compared to the
standard deviation of the recorded forces and torques between trials in section 3.3
and are therefore not included in the error bars.
All experiments are conducted in a 0.762 m long, 0.305 m wide, and 0.483 m tall
water tank starting from quiescent flow. As the tank is small compared with the
size of the plates, only 10 cycles are recorded to minimize re-circulation effects. To
minimize free surface effects, the plates are fully submerged.
The generated flow field is investigated qualitatively through dye visualization [20]
during the first forward stroke and quantitatively through digital particle image
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Figure 3.3: Location of the dye injection points relative to a corner of the tip. The
dye injection points are identical for all of the dye injection plates. All dye injection
holes have the same diameter. The mid-plane, or line of symmetry, for the plate is
indicated by the dashed line.

velocimetry (DPIV) [70] once the flow has reached steady state. Dye visualization is
conducted by injecting red food coloring at 500 µL/min from two Harvard Apparatus
dual syringe pumps through four separate internal chambers in rapidly prototyped
3.81 mm thick PLA plastic versions of the test plates. The locations of the dye
injection points are dimensioned in figure 3.3. These locations were selected through
a trial-and-error processes to best visualize the flow and are identical for all of the
dye injection test plates. Images of the generated flow field were captured in color
using a Canon Vixia HF R700 camcorder at 60 frames per second angled normal
to the initial position of the plate to provide a better view of the developing vortex
structures. DPIV is realized by first seeding the flow with Potters Industries silvercoated hollow glass spheres (mean density 1.60 g cc−1 and diameter 13 µm). Then,
illuminating the near wake using an Opto Engine LLC 3W continuous laser to create
a laser sheet along the mid-plane of the pitching plates; the mid-plane is the same
as the line of symmetry denoted by the dashed line in figure 3.3. Finally, recording
the position of the illuminated particles, which follow the flow, with an IDT Motion
Pro Y7 at 500 frames per second. By recording the position of the particles in time
at a known frame rate, quantitative information about the flow field can be obtained.
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Figure 3.4: Typical instantaneous CS (a-c), CT (d-f), and Cτ (g-i) as functions of t ∗
over one full cycle after reaching steady state for plates R0, RC1, and RC2. Panels
(a,d,g), (b,e,h), and (c,f,i) have the same kinematics given in the form φ − ts . The
first half of all of the plots, 0 < t ∗ < 0.5, corresponds to the forward stroke, when
the rigid curved plates are concave to the incoming flow, while the second half of
all of the plots, 0.5 < t ∗ < 1, corresponds to the backward stroke, when the rigid
curved plates are convex to the flow.

3.3

Results and discussion

Rigid curved plates as a baseline
The two rigid curved plates with a small and a large tip radius of curvature, plates
RC1 and RC2, respectively, are compared with a rigid flat plate, plate R0. This
comparison is made to establish a baseline regarding the effect of curvature on the
generated forces and torques if a rigid flat plate could be actuated into a similar
curved geometry. The curvature of plate RC1 is selected to be similar to the
maximum achievable curvature through dynamic actuation with plate AC1, while
the curvature of plate RC2 is selected as a semicircle to investigate the impact of
curvatures larger than plate AC1 can realize. The instantaneous CS , CT , and Cτ
as functions of the non-dimensional time t ∗ = t/(2ts ) are shown in figure 3.4 for a
typical cycle and the C S , CT , η1 , and η2 per cycle are shown in figure 3.5 for plates
R0, RC1, and RC2. The forward stroke, when a concave geometry is presented by
the rigid curved plates towards the incoming flow, corresponds to 0 < t ∗ < 0.5 while
the backward stroke, when a convex geometry is presented towards the incoming
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Figure 3.5: Average side-force coefficient C S (a), average thrust coefficient CT (c),
and two definitions of efficiency, η1 (b) and η2 (d), over a cycle as functions of the
plate kinematics for plates R0, RC1, and RC2. The x-axis indicates the stroke angle
φ on the top row and the stroke time ts on the bottom row.
flow, corresponds to 0.5 < t ∗ < 1.
Comparison of the instantaneous CS in figures 3.4(a-c) between the three plates
for all sets of kinematics shows that increasing the curvature decreases the peak
side-force generated, even when accounting for the difference in the planform area
with the denominator of CS . From the data shown in figure 3.4, plates RC1 and
RC2 decrease the peak side-force by 5.3% and 30.8% on average during the forward
stroke, respectively, and by 10.8% and 38.3% on average during the backward stroke,
respectively, when compared with plate R0. The results from the instantaneous Cτ in
figures 3.4(g-i) corroborate the results from CS . Comparison of the instantaneous CT
in figures 3.4(d-f) between the three plates for all sets of kinematics shows a decrease
in the peak thrust generated by plates RC1 and RC2 compared with R0. The data
shown in figure 3.4 indicates that plates RC1 and RC2 decrease the peak thrust by
9.8% and 25.9% on average during the forward stroke, respectively, and by 15.2%
and 43.3% on average during the backward stroke, respectively, when compared
with plate R0. These results can be attributed to the reduced planform area of
plates RC1 and RC2 creating a more streamlined geometry further discussed in a
later section. A more streamlined body opposes the flow less, decreasing the sideforce, and pushes less fluid in the thrust direction, decreasing the generated thrust.
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Regarding the difference between the forward and the backward strokes, the greater
decrease in side-force is due to the lower drag coefficient of a convex geometry
compared with a concave geometry [75], while the greater decrease in thrust is due
to a convex geometry creating a significant amount of suction, highlighted by the
DPIV results in a later section.
Comparison of C S and CT between the three plates in figures 3.5(a,c), respectively,
corroborates the previous conclusion from the instantaneous CS and CT that an
increased curvature decreases all of the generated forces. It should be noted that
because plates RC1 and RC2 present a different geometry towards the incoming flow
during the forward and the backward strokes, a net side-force is generated. The net
side-force is computed as F x in contrast to the average side-force computed as |Fx |
in C S . The net side-forces generated by plates RC1 and RC2 are 4.0% and 7.3% of
the average side-force generated by plate R0, respectively, in the direction opposite
that of the forward stroke. This would cause an AUV to turn if a static geometry is
used as a propulsor. A reduction in all of the forces could increase the efficiency if
the side-force or the torque is reduced more than the thrust. However, as shown in
figures 3.5(b,d), both measures of efficiency for plates RC1 and RC2 do not differ
significantly from those for plate R0.
Dynamic chord-wise tip curvature actuation
The Nitinol-actuated plate AC1 is used to determine the impact of a dynamicallyactuated curvature. The actuation profiles used to contract the Nitinol wire are
created by modifying the duty cycles of square waves with an identical frequency
to that of the motion. Actuation profiles 1, 2, and 3 have duty cycles (DC) of
12.5%, 25%, and 50%, respectively, with phase angles θ F of 67.5°, 0°, and 0°,
respectively, for actuation during the forward stroke and phase angles θ B of 247.5°,
180°, and 180°, respectively, for actuation during the backward stroke. These
actuation profiles cause the wire to actuate and remained contracted during the
forward stroke from a t ∗ of 0.1875 to 0.3125, 0 to 0.25, and 0 to 0.5 respectively
and during the backward stroke from a t ∗ of 0.6875 to 0.8125, 0.5 to 0.75, and 0.5
to 1 respectively. Characteristics of the actuation profiles and the t ∗ intervals when
the plates are contracted are summarized in tables 3.2 and 3.3. The parameters
were selected to cover a variety of possible profiles to assess whether the decrease
in forces could be triggered and maintained effectively and arbitrarily. It should be
noted that within a single trial, actuation only occurs during either the forward or
the backward stroke.
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Figure 3.6: Typical instantaneous ∆CS (a,b,e,f) and ∆CT (c,d,g,h) as functions of t ∗
over one full cycle after reaching steady state for plate AC1. Panels (a-d) correspond
to the 0.381 mm thick polycarbonate plate with a 90° stroke angle and a 2 s stroke
time, while panels (e-h) correspond to the 0.508 mm thick polycarbonate plate with
a 60° stroke angle and a 1 s stroke time. Panels (a,c), (b,d), (e,g), and (f,h) use the
actuation profiles indicated on the top of panels (a,b,e,f). The characteristics of the
actuation profiles and the t ∗ intervals when the plates are contracted are summarized
in tables 3.2 and 3.3.
Profile
1
2
3

DC (%)
12.5
25
50

θ F (◦ )
67.5
0
0

θ B (◦ )
247.5
180
180

Table 3.2: Characteristics of the actuation profiles.
Contracted duration (t ∗ )
Profile
1
2
3

During forward stroke
0.1875 - 0.3125
0 - 0.25
0 - 0.5

During backward stroke
0.6875 - 0.8125
0.5 - 0.75
0.5 - 1.0

Table 3.3: Contraction timings of the actuation profiles.

The impact of actuation is assessed by evaluating the difference in the generated
forces between actuated and unactuated cases. These instantaneous differences in
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CS and CT are denoted ∆CS and ∆CT , respectively, in figure 3.6 for a typical cycle.
The dotted horizontal lines in figures 3.6(a,b,e,f) and 3.6(c,d,g,h) correspond to the
noise level of the transducer during the motion, computed from the maximum ∆CS
and ∆CT , respectively, between trials with identical kinematics when no actuation
occurs. The solid line corresponds to actuation during the forward stroke, while the
dashed line corresponds to actuation during the backward stroke. For a 60° stroke
angle and a 1 s stroke time, convection cooling during the forward stroke, when the
incoming water flows directly over the wire, prevents actuation. It should be noted
that the solid horizontal line at zero is only meant to highlight the zero-line and does
not correspond to any data. The results for the 0.381 mm thick polycarbonate plate
with a 90° stroke angle and a 2 s stroke time using actuation profiles 1 and 2 are
shown in figures 3.6(a-d), while the results for the 0.508 mm thick polycarbonate
plate with a 60° stroke angle and a 1 s stroke time using actuation profiles 1 and 3
are shown in figures 3.6(e-h).
Comparison of ∆CS or ∆CT in figure 3.6 across all actuation profiles shows that
the forces are decreased whenever the plate is actuated, which corroborates the
previous conclusion regarding the impact of curvature, with the added benefit that
the reduction in forces can be triggered and maintained arbitrarily. This can be seen
by comparing the duration of the decrease in forces between actuation profiles 1
and 3 in figures 3.6(e,g) and 3.6(f,h), respectively. Using actuation profile 1, the
largest impact is achieved; the maximum reduction in CS is by 12.8% and 9.0%
while that in CT is by 8.8% and 12.3% at a 90° stroke angle with a 2 s stroke time
and a 60° stroke angle with a 1 s stroke time, respectively, when compared with the
case without actuation. It should be noted that characterization of the Nitinol wire
by actuating the wire on a motionless plate in quiescent fluid generates forces below
the noise threshold. This implies that the decrease in forces is primarily due to a
static change in curvature rather than a dynamic bending motion. These results show
that dynamic chord-wise curvature control through Nitinol wire actuation can be
triggered and maintained effectively to reduce the generated forces by approximately
10%. Furthermore, this decrease in the forces is comparable to the decrease in the
peak amplitude of CS and CT from plate RC1, which had a similar chord-wise tip
radius of curvature and β as plate AC1, meaning that if greater curvatures could be
realized, the forces could potentially be decreased by approximately 31%, as seen
with plate RC2. Characterization of the influence of flexibility will require future
studies.
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Figure 3.7: Typical instantaneous CS (a-c), CT (d-f), and Cτ (g-i) as functions of
t ∗ over one full cycle after reaching steady state for plates R0, RM2, and RM2-F.
Panels (a,d,g), (b,e,h), and (c,f,i) have the same kinematics given in the form φ − ts .
The first half of all of the plots, 0 < t ∗ < 0.5, corresponds to the forward stroke,
when the rigid curved plates are concave to the incoming flow, while the second half
of all of the plots, 0.5 < t ∗ < 1, corresponds to the backward stroke, when the rigid
curved plates are convex to the incoming flow.

Isolating the effect of curvature with rigid baselines
Plate RM2 is used to isolate the effect of curvature as the only difference between
plates RM2 and R0 is that plate RM2 has a tip radius of curvature of 23 mm and
a β of 0.5. Plate RM2-F is used to study the impact of spanwise flow, which has
been shown to significantly affect the generation of tip vortices and thrust [21]. By
attaching a fence to the tip of plate RM2 to create plate RM2-F, flow in the spanwise
direction near the tip of the plate is impaired, because here, during the forward
stroke, the flow is redirected normal to the plate. The instantaneous CS , CT , and Cτ
as functions of t ∗ are shown in figure 3.7 for a typical cycle and the C S , CT , η1 , and
η2 per cycle are shown in figure 3.8 for plates R0, RM2, and RM2-F.
Comparison of the instantaneous CS in figures 3.7(a-c) between plates R0 and
RM2 shows that curvature decreases the peak side-force generated, similar to the
conclusion from the results of the rigid curved plates with a smaller planform area.
However, adding a fence with plate RM2-F causes the side-force generated during the
accelerating portion of the forward stroke to approach that generated by the baseline
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Figure 3.8: Average side-force coefficient C S (a), average thrust coefficient CT (c),
and two definitions of efficiency, η1 (b) and η2 (d), over a cycle as functions of the
plate kinematics for plates R0, RM2, and RM2-F. The x-axis indicates the stroke
angle φ on the top row and the stroke time ts on the bottom row.
flat plate. The results from the instantaneous Cτ in figures 3.7(g-i) corroborate the
results from CS . Comparison of the instantaneous CT in figures 3.7(d-f) between the
plates R0 and RM2 shows that curvature significantly decreases the thrust generated
during the backward stroke, similar to the previous conclusion from the results of
the rigid curved plates with a smaller planform area, but, interestingly, increases
the thrust generated during the forward stroke; using the data in figure 3.7, plate
RM2 increases the peak thrust generated by 22.4% on average during the forward
stroke but decreases the peak thrust by 26.4% on average during the backward stroke
compared with plate R0. However, the addition of a fence with plate RM2-F negates
the benefit of presenting a concave geometry into the flow, causing the thrust during
the forward stroke to decrease even below that of the rigid flat plate.
Comparison of the overall forces generated and the efficiency per cycle in figure 3.8
corroborate the previous result that plate RM2 decreases the side-force generated
and increases the thrust generated, which may not be evident as plate RM2 increases
the thrust during the forward stroke but decreases the thrust during the backward
stroke. Furthermore, the addition of a fence decreases the performance of plate
RM2. As expected, because plate RM2 decreases the side-force and increases the
thrust, the efficiencies η1 and η2 are increased by 34.3% and 36.4%, respectively.
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Additionally, the net side-force generated is only 3.3% of the average side-force of
the baseline flat plate, meaning that replacing a flat plate propulsor with a curved
plate of an identical planform area may be viable.
Brief discussion of planform area
The impact of the planform area can be isolated by comparing the results from
plates RC2 and RM2 because they have an identical β but different planform areas.
Comparison of the instantaneous CS between the two plates in figures 3.4(a-c) and
figures 3.7(a-c), respectively, shows that curvature alone (comparing plate RM2 to
R0) has a minimal effect during the forward stroke and a small effect during the
backward stroke. Therefore, the result that plate RC2 decreases the peak CS and
the overall C S per cycle more than RM2 decreases those when both are compared
against plate R0 must be accounted for by plate RC2’s reduced planform area (due
to its smaller chord near the tip of the plate). This provides further evidence that
decreasing the planform area creates a more streamlined geometry which reduces
the side-force, previously suggested.
Comparison of the instantaneous CT between plates RC2 and RM2 in figures 3.4(df) and figures 3.7(d-f), respectively, shows that the benefit of presenting a concave
geometry towards the incoming flow is negated if the planform area is reduced.
These results show that modifying the planform area by changing the chord near
the tip of the plate can either significantly increase or decrease the generated thrust
during the forward stroke. Furthermore, this highlights the required interaction
between the planform area and the curvature to increase the thrust generated during
the forward stroke which is illustrated in the DPIV results in a later section.
Passive chord-wise tip curvature actuation
Motivated by the results from plate RM2, plate AM2 is designed to passively snapbuckle and present a concave geometry into the flow during both the forward and the
backward strokes. The instantaneous CS , CT , and Cτ as functions of t ∗ are shown
in figure 3.9 for a typical cycle and the C S , CT , η1 , and η2 per cycle are shown in
figure 3.10 for plates R0, RM2, and AM2. Plate AM2 is tested on a smaller subset
of the kinematics as only large angular velocities induce snap-buckling.
From figures 3.9(d-f), the significant increase in thrust during both strokes is apparent as plate AM2 increases the peak thrust by 121% on average compared with plate
R0. It should be noted that the flat region immediately preceding the peak in CT
corresponds to the period of time when snap-buckling occurs; during this transition
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Figure 3.9: Typical instantaneous CS (a-c), CT (d-f), and Cτ (g-i) as functions of t ∗
over one full cycle after reaching steady state for plates R0, RM2, and AM2. Panels
(a,d,g), (b,e,h), and (c,f,i) have the same kinematics given in the form φ − ts . The
first half of all of the plots, 0 < t ∗ < 0.5, corresponds to the forward stroke, when
the rigid curved plates are concave to the incoming flow, while the second half of
all of the plots, 0.5 < t ∗ < 1, corresponds to the backward stroke, when the rigid
curved plates are convex to the incoming flow.

from one curved geometry to another, the thin polycarbonate sheet is completely
passive to the flow, so no additional force is generated. However, snap-buckling is
an abrupt process causing the peaks in CS shown in figures 3.9(a-c). Plate AM2
increases the peak side-force by 47.6% on average compared with plate R0. The
results from the instantaneous Cτ in figures 3.9(g-i) corroborate the results from CS .
Overall, plate AM2 increases CT per cycle by 34.8% but causes C S to approach
that generated by the baseline flat plate, which increases η1 and η2 by 30.1% and
23.6%, respectively, compared with plate R0. These results show that using a snapbuckling design can successfully take advantage of an increased thrust during both
the forward and the backward strokes with the added benefit, compared with a rigid
curved design, that no net side-force should be generated as the geometry presented
into the flow is identical during both strokes.
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Figure 3.10: Average side-force coefficient C S (a), average thrust coefficient CT (c),
and two definitions of efficiency, η1 (b) and η2 (d), over a cycle as functions of the
plate kinematics for plates R0, RM2, and AM2. The x-axis indicates the stroke
angle φ on the top row and the stroke time ts on the bottom row.

Figure 3.11: Dye visualization of the flow near the tip of plates R0 (a-c) and RM2
(d-f) from four injection points during the first forward stroke. Snapshots are taken
at a t ∗ of approximately 0.2 (a,d), 0.25 (b,e), and 0.33 (c,f). The plates move out of
the page with φ = 60° at ts = 1 s and are filmed from a location normal to the initial
position of the plates to provide a better view of the vortex structures generated
behind the plates.
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Figure 3.12: Phase averaged CS (a) and CT (b) with their corresponding phase
averaged flow fields, U ∗ (c,e,g) and V ∗ (d,f,h), respectively, from a 60° stroke
angle and a 1 s stroke time after reaching steady state as functions of x ∗ and t ∗ .
Visualization of the flow field is created by plotting the velocity profiles in time
along a selected line in the x-direction at a fixed y-location from the near wake of
the pitching plates. The orientation of the pitching motion is identical to that shown
in figure 3.1(b). Relative to the orientation in figure 3.1(b), flow in the positive
x-direction corresponds to a positive U ∗ , while flow in the negative y-direction
corresponds to a positive V ∗ . Panels (c,d), (e,f), and (g,h) correspond to the flow
field generated by plates R0, RM2, and AM2, respectively, as indicated on the right
of panels (d,f,g), respectively.
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Dye visualization and DPIV
Dye visualization is used to provide qualitative insight into the flow structures
generated by plates R0 and RM2 to investigate possible sources for plate RM2’s
significantly increased thrust and efficiency compared with that of plate R0. Plate
AM2 is effectively rigid during each stroke and therefore no dye visualization is
provided for the first forward stroke as the generated flow field would be nearly
identical to that of plate RM2. The first forward stroke is investigated to highlight
the effect of the plate’s geometry without the influence of a previously generated
flow field. The locations of the dye injection points are concentrated near the tip
of the plates because the flow is similar on the pressure side of the two plates at
locations closer to the pitching axis. Although not visualized, flow at locations
closer to the pitching axis simply move in the chord-wise direction away from the
centerline towards the edge of the plate. This flow rolls up into an edge vortex that
tends to follow the trajectory of the pitching plate as expected from DDPIV studies
of a flat plate by Kim and Gharib [21]. This behavior is also exhibited by plate RM2
because the curvature at locations closer to the pitching axis is small compared with
that near the tip of the plate.
Representative snapshots of the generated three-dimensional flow field near the tip
of plates R0 and RM2 pitching with a 60° stroke angle and a 1 s stroke time are shown
in figure 3.11. The flow behaves in a similar manner as that from other kinematic
sets. From the dye visualization of plate R0 in figures 3.11(a-c), the dye originating
from the two injection points closest to the tip shows a developing tip vortex which
tends to follow the trajectory of the pitching plate with minimal outwards motion.
The dye originating from the other two injection points shows a chord-wise flow
away from the centerline, taking the most direct path towards the edge of the plate,
as expected from studies by Kim and Gharib [21]. From the dye visualization of
plate RM2 in figures 3.11(d-f), the dye originating from the two injection points
closest to the tip shows a smaller developing tip vortex which almost immediately
sheds by t ∗ ∼ 0.25 and appears to transition into a shape similar to a vortex ring
by t ∗ ∼ 0.33. The dye originating from the other two injection points shows a flow
moving towards the tip of the plate instead of the edge of the plate as seen with
plate R0. Additionally, the influence of the geometry moves this flow towards the
centerline of the plate to eventually supplement the development of the tip vortex.
Compared with plate R0, the geometry of plate RM2 appears to cause the tip vortex
to shed earlier and travel further downstream. Furthermore, this geometry appears
to ‘channel’ the flow near the tip of the plate, causing the dye to move towards the
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tip rather than the edge of the plate. The early separation of the tip vortex of plate
RM2 may have been influenced by the increased spanwise flow near the tip, due to
the geometry of the plate, or the induced velocity of the edge vortices which attach
at an angle on the suction side of the plate.
DPIV is used to provide quantitative preliminary insight into the mechanism that
increases the thrust and the efficiency of plates RM2 and AM2 compared with those
from plate R0 at φ = 60° and ts = 1 s. The flow behaves in a similar manner
as that from other kinematic sets. This two-dimensional visualization technique
involves high speed imaging of the illuminated particles following the flow. The
laser sheet is illuminated along the mid-plane of the plate, indicated by the dashed
line in figure 3.3, where three-dimensional effects are minimal. Evolution of the
wake in time is illustrated in figure 3.12 by first phase averaging the flow field based
on the pitching frequency of the plate after reaching steady state, then selecting a
single line along the x-direction at a fixed y-location, and finally plotting the velocity
field along this line at every instance in time. The line in the x-direction at a fixed
y-location is taken at a distance of 1.17 times the span from the pitching location of
the plate. The orientation of the pitching motion in figure 3.12 is identical to that
shown in figure 3.1(b) and, relative to this orientation, flow in the positive x-direction
corresponds to a positive U ∗ , while flow in the negative y-direction corresponds to
a positive V ∗ . The corresponding phase averaged force data for the generated flow
field is shown in figures 3.12(a,b); the positive direction of the forces is denoted
by the axes in figure 3.1(b). The non-dimensional component of velocity in the
direction of CS and CT , U ∗ = U/Utip and V ∗ = V/Utip , respectively, along a line as
functions of t ∗ and x ∗ = x/L, where L = s(sin 30o ) is the excursion amplitude of
the plate’s tip, are shown in figures 3.12(c,e,g) and figures 3.12(d,f,g), respectively.
From figure 3.12, the U ∗ velocity field generated by all of the plates appears similar,
which is reasonable, as CS is similar between all three plates. Additionally, no
obvious event in the flow history is linked with the peak in CS for plate AM2, which
implies that these peaks are primarily due to an abrupt snap-buckling motion rather
than a flow phenomenon.
Comparison of the V ∗ velocity field between the three plates illustrates a possible
cause of the improved thrust performance of plate AM2. Compared with plate
R0, plate AM2 generates a V ∗ velocity field of a significantly greater magnitude.
From a simple momentum argument, the greater the momentum imparted to the
flow, the greater the thrust generated. The large thrust peaks of plate AM2 are a
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result of the dark red regions in figure 3.12(h). Within these regions, the flow is
almost impulsively ‘channeled’ outwards from the plate in the spanwise direction
immediately following snap-buckling, illustrated by the abrupt change in color
around a t ∗ of 0.2 and 0.7; the peak in CT appears in the force measurements before
the corresponding event in the flow because the recently-imparted momentum into
the flow has to convect to the line where the velocity field is sampled.
A similar ‘channeling’ effect is present during the forward stroke of plate RM2
in figure 3.12(f). Immediately following a change in direction, when a concave
geometry is presented into the flow around t ∗ = 0.2, a red concentrated region
appears, but with a smaller magnitude than that from plate AM2 because no abrupt
snap-buckling occurs. However, when a convex geometry is presented into the flow
during the backward stroke, the V ∗ velocity approaches and even decreases below
zero, which explains the poor thrust performance of the rigid curved geometries
during the backward stroke, as described in previous sections. It should be noted
that the velocity field interestingly resembles a pulsing flow, as most of the thrust
is generated during the forward stroke followed by a ‘recovery’ phase during the
backward stroke. Overall, these results suggest that the peak in CS for plate AM2
is caused by the abrupt snap-buckling motion and that the increase in thrust, during
the forward stroke of plate RM2 and both strokes of plate AM2, may have been
caused by a ‘channeling’ effect, where the incoming flow is redirected outwards
from the plate in the spanwise direction. A definitive answer regarding the underlying mechanisms requires future studies with a quantitative three-dimensional flow
visualization technique.
3.4

Closing remarks

The effect of chord-wise tip curvature on the hydrodynamic forces was tested with
flapping plates of different geometries. The first case study involved the impact
of physically bending the two corners of a plate towards each other. From the
baseline study using rigid curved geometries, the results suggested that increasing
the curvature decreases the hydrodynamic forces and torques with a minimal loss
in efficiency. This concept was explored using a plate with a dynamically-actuated
chord-wise tip curvature using a Nitinol wire, which corroborated the result from
the baseline study with the added benefit that the amplitude and the duration of the
decrease in forces could be arbitrarily modulated.
The second case study involved isolating the impact of chord-wise tip curvature by
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using plates with a similar planform area to that of the baseline flat plate. Similar
to the previous case study, increasing the curvature decreased the generated forces
and torques, with the exception that the thrust generated during the forward stroke
increased. This benefit was leveraged using a snap-buckling plate to present a
concave geometry into the flow during both the forward and the backward strokes,
which significantly increased the overall thrust generated per cycle. Investigation
through dye visualization and DPIV suggested that this increase in thrust may have
been due to a ‘channeling’ effect, where the incoming fluid is redirected outwards
from the tip of the plate rather than moving around it as a result of the geometry
of the plate, imparting more momentum to the flow in the thrust direction. Future
studies using a quantitative three-dimensional flow visualization technique will be
necessary to provide a more definitive answer regarding the underlying mechanisms.
These results suggest that two new mechanisms could potentially be used to increase
the maneuverability or the efficiency of AUVs. If the goal is improved maneuverability, implementing actuated chord-wise tip curvature shows promise to assist in
braking and turning without needing to modify the trajectory. If the goal is improved efficiency, replacing a rigid flat plate propulsor with a snap-buckling plate
of a similar planform area shows promise to achieve this goal, provided the angular
velocity of the plate is sufficient to snap-buckle the material.
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Chapter 4

TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
4.1

Opening remarks

The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the potential of experimentally optimizing trajectories for generating propulsion and to compare different methods of
propulsion. Trajectories optimized for generating side-force, similar to how a pectoral fin would generate propulsion for a fish, are compared between cases when
a fully three-dimensional trajectory is allowed, to cases when a trajectory is constrained to a straight line in the x-y plane. (The orientation of the x-y axes is shown
in figure 4.1.) These trajectories are then compared with trajectories optimized for
generating thrust, similar to how a caudal fin would generate propulsion for a fish,
to determine which is more efficient. The objective of the optimization is defined
based on the application that a specific force in a specific direction would need to be
generated with maximum efficiency; therefore the fitness function is weighted based
on both the error between the experimentally obtained force and the force set-point,
as well as the efficiency of the maneuver. The trajectories are executed using a SPM,
due to its capability to actuate arbitrary paths in three-dimensions with high torques,
and optimized using CMA-ES, due to its deterministic nature and fast convergence
properties. The generated trajectories are inspired by the motion of a bird’s wing
and a fish’s pectoral and caudal fins. Both animals use a flapping motion to generate
propulsion, albeit the mechanisms used and the direction in which the forces are
generated vary; therefore, because trajectories could be implemented on a vehicle
in a manner similar to how they are implemented in nature, parameters important to
flapping propulsion in birds and fish are considered simultaneously. The motion of
a bird’s wing during forward flight could be implemented by aligning the net force
vector with the desired direction of motion for an underwater vehicle; the motion
of a fish’s pectoral fin during locomotion could be implemented if two propulsors,
one on each side, are used; the motion of a fish’s caudal fin during locomotion
could be implemented as a rear propulsor. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
an experimental optimization where a multitude of parameters are simultaneously
optimized has not been conducted. The advantage of conducting the optimization
experimentally comes from the speed at which data sets, which preserve the complex flow physics, can be obtained. The advantage of simultaneously optimizing
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Figure 4.1: Definition of φ, ψ, and χ illustrated along a typical trajectory path. The
direction of motion is indicated by the dashed arc in the middle of the trajectory.
The flat angled lines along the path indicate the angle of attack and the location of
the fin at different points in time. The x and y-axes indicate the positive direction of
the forces in the x and y-directions. The z-axis points out of the page.

the parameters comes from fully exploring the parameter space and preserving the
nuances between parameter interactions. All tests begin from quiescent flow and
continue without an imposed co-flow to investigate the infinite Strouhal number
limit.
4.2

Experimental setup

Trajectory Generation
The parameters used to generate the trajectory are inspired by fin and wingtip
trajectories of fish and birds used for locomotion and maneuverability. Studies of
fish swimming and drag-based locomotion have highlighted the importance of the
stroke angle φ and the frequency f for thrust generation and efficiency. Studies
of bird flight have highlighted the importance of the amplitude of rotation χ, (this
angle is relative to 90◦ as shown in figure 4.1), the phase offset of the rotation timing
β, and the non-sinusoidal rotational acceleration profiles governed by an adjustable
parameter Kv . Furthermore, an overview of general wingtip trajectories found that
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Figure 4.2: How modifying the parameters of interest, individually or in pairs, can
change a baseline trajectory. The enclosed path corresponds to the trajectory traced
by the center of the fin’s tip during a single cycle. The short lines correspond to
the fin’s angle of attack along the trajectory from an axis-angle representation while
the dots correspond to the axis of rotation and location of the center of the fin’s tip.
The forward stroke, where the fin moves from left to right, and the backward stroke,
where the fin moves from right to left, are illustrated separately.

birds move their wings in a figure-eight or an elliptical shape, many of which have
an overall camber, accounted for with an adjustable parameter λ. The angle of the
stroke deviation from a horizontal line is parameterized with ψ. The definitions of
φ, ψ, and χ on the trajectory are shown in figure 4.1. An illustration of how each
variable can modify a baseline trajectory is shown in figure 4.2 and an amalgam of
example trajectories are shown in figure 4.3 to demonstrate the breadth of possible
trajectories. In general, increasing φ makes the trajectory longer, increasing ψ
makes the trajectory wider, increasing λ increases the overall camber, increasing
χ increases the amplitude of α(t), changing β modifies where along the trajectory
α(t) = 90◦ , and increasing Kv causes α(t) to approach a square wave.
Studies of fish maneuverability have detailed a c-start motion where the caudal
fin is rapidly pitched in a certain direction. This rapid acceleration inspired the
implementation of a speed up parameter γ, which dictates the relative speed of
specific defined ‘zones’ of the trajectory, governed by a categorization parameter S.
The trajectory is split into two equal length halves. The parameter γ dictates the
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Backward Stroke
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Backward Stroke

Figure 4.3: Variety of trajectory shapes and rotation timings. The enclosed path
corresponds to the trajectory traced by the center of the fin’s tip during a single
cycle. The short lines correspond to the fin’s angle of attack along the trajectory
from an axis-angle representation while the dots correspond to the axis of rotation
and location of the center of the fin’s tip. The forward stroke, where the fin moves
from left to right, and the backward stroke, where the fin moves from right to left,
are illustrated separately.

relative speed-up of one half of the trajectory compared with the other half. (For
example, if γ = 1.2, this would imply that one half of the trajectory occurs 20%
faster than the other half of the trajectory. A value of 1 corresponds to no relative
speed up.) For this study, the points along the trajectory that define the start and
end points of each half are fixed. There are four possible ‘split’ points. Considering
an origin at the centroid of the trajectory, an x-axis along the direction of the
stroke angle, and a y-axis perpendicular to the x-axis, the 4 points are designated
as follows: two points are located along the x-axis at the minimum and maximum
x-locations of the trajectory’s path while the other two points are located along the
y-axis at the minimum and maximum y-locations of the trajectory’s path. These
points are labeled ‘E’, ‘F’, ‘G’, and ‘H’ moving in a clockwise manner starting from
the 9 O’clock position as shown in figure 4.4. The parameter S dictates which arcs
spanning half of the trajectory are sped up. The values of 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond
to a speed-up of arcs GE , HF, EG, and FH, respectively. A value of 0 indicates
no relative speed-up occurs.
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Figure 4.4: The location of points E, F, G, and H along a typical trajectory.
Parameter
Stroke angle
Deviation angle
Rotation angle
Rotation phase
Speed code
Speed up value
Rotation acceleration
Stroke deviation
Frequency

Symbol
φ
ψ
χ
β
S
γ
Kv
λ
f

Min. Value
10◦
0◦
−70◦
0
0
1
0
0
0.15 Hz

Max. Value
40◦
20◦
70◦
2π
4
1.3
1
1
0.2 Hz

Table 4.1: Range of parameters.

The 9 variables listed in table 4.1 with their allowed minimum and maximum values
fully define either a figure-eight or an elliptical trajectory. The maximum values are
set primarily based on mechanical and safety restrictions. Throughout this section,
a variable with a numerical subscript indicates a temporary variable. The 32 unique
points of the trajectory are generated as follows. First, a 2D figure-eight or ellipse
is created using parametric equations. For a circle,
x1 = A cos(t1 ),

y1 = B sin(t1 )

(4.1)

y1 = B sin(2t1 )

(4.2)

is used, while for a figure-eight,
x1 = A cos(t1 ),

is used, where 0 ≤ t1 ≤ 2π, A = sin(φ), and B = sin(ψ).
Second, if λ > 0, the trajectory is deformed around an arc with a constant radius.
The value of λ governs the deviation angle between points E and G on the original
trajectory and points E0 and G0 on the deformed trajectory. The deviation angle is
limited to A/3 so that the trajectories do not become too distorted. The deviation
takes the form of λA/3 where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1. The radius of the arc is solved for with
three points, one at the un-deformed trajectory’s centroid and two at points E0 and
G0, the desired locations points E and G are deformed to. The radius of the arc that
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Figure 4.5: Demonstration of how a trajectory is deformed onto an arc of constant
radius. The solid line denotes the original trajectory. The dotted line denotes the
camber line of the original trajectory. The dash-dot line denotes the constant radius
arc, or camber line, the trajectory is deformed about. The dashed line denotes the
deformed trajectory. The parameter λ is used to denote the amount points E and G,
on the original trajectory, are shifted to points E0 and G0, on the deformed trajectory.
pass through these three points is
R1 =

A2 + (λA/3)2
,
2λA/3

(4.3)

illustrated in figure 4.5. (It should be noted that to keep the trajectory centered, the
centroid of the deformed trajectory is calculated and shifted accordingly.)
With this radius, a ‘camber’ line is generated of the form:
x2 = R1 cos(t2 ),

y2 = R1 sin(t2 )

(4.4)

3π/2 − arcsin(A/R1 ) ≤ t2 ≤ 3π/2 + arcsin(A/R1 )
To deform the original trajectory around this camber line, the slope is first calculated
S1 = (dy2 /dt)/(dx2 /dt)

(4.5a)

= − cos(t2 )/sin(t2 )

(4.5b)

and then inverted, S2 = −1/S1 , to find the perpendicular slope at all points. Next,
a new distorted trajectory is generated by placing points normal to the camber line
at a distance equal to the original y1 location of that point. The displacements from
the camber line, dx2 and dy2 , are calculated as follows:
dx22 + dy22 = y12
dy2 = S2 dx2
dx22 + S22 dx22 = y12
dx22 (1 + S22 ) = y12
q
dx2 = y12 /(1 + S22 )

(4.6a)
(4.6b)
(4.6c)
(4.6d)
(4.6e)
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The displacements are then added to the values along the camber line to get the
distorted trajectory.
x3 = x2 + dx2

(4.7a)

y3 = y2 + dy2

(4.7b)

If λ = 0, no trajectory distortion occurs and the values of x1 and y1 are relabeled as
x3 and y3 .
Third, the 2D trajectory is converted into spherical coordinates:
q
R2 = x32 + y32

(4.8a)

θ 1 = arctan[R2 /cos(φ)]

(4.8b)

θ 2 = arctan(y3 /x3 )

(4.8c)

and projected onto a sphere with a radius of 1:
x4 = sin(θ 1 ) cos(θ 2 )

(4.9a)

y4 = sin(θ 1 ) sin(θ 2 )

(4.9b)

z4 = cos(θ 1 )

(4.9c)

Fourth, the velocity profiles are created. When creating the time vector for the
velocity profiles, the objective was to have a constant velocity throughout the entire
cycle for simplicity; however, the impulsive change in direction for trajectories with
a small ψ would damage the transducer. Therefore an offset transitions from a
sinusoidal velocity profile at a small ψ to a constant velocity profile at a large ψ.
The offset used is
5L1 V1
V2 =
(4.10)
8(1 − γ)
where
V1 = erf(138B2 /A − 0.8)/3.2 + 0.232
and L1 is the arc length computed via
N q
Õ
L1 =
(x4i − x4i−1 )2 + (y4i − y4i−1 )2 + (z4i − z4i−1 )2
i=2

Next, the average velocity during both halves of the trajectory are computed by
taking the distance (arc length divided by two) and dividing this by the time needed
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to traverse this distance, which is a function of γ.
A1 =

L1 /2 − V2 (1 − γ)
1−γ

A2 = L1 /(2γ) − V2
Then, the initial sinusoidal velocity profiles are created:


4πt3
V3 (t3 ) = A1 sin
+ θ 3 − π/2 + A1 + V2
2(1 − γ)


4πt4
V4 (t4 ) = A2 sin
+ θ 3 − π/2 + A2 + V2
2γ
0 ≤ t3 ≤ 1 − γ,

(4.11a)
(4.11b)

(4.12a)
(4.12b)

0 ≤ t4 ≤ γ

These two velocity profiles are then appended and shifted circularly based on the
value of S, dictating which parts of the trajectory are sped up; however, appending
the two trajectories introduces a discontinuity, often in slope. To address this, a
bezier curve fit is used to smooth the discontinuity. Then, the amplitude of the
velocity profiles are iterated until the velocity profile is smooth and integrates to
the correct distance. From the final velocity profile and the known arc length of the
trajectory, a list of the x-y-z locations on a sphere of radius 1 with a constant time
step are computed by integrating the velocity profile and progressively tracing along
the trajectory’s arc length.
Fifth, after the x-y-z locations are computed at equally spaced locations in time, the
angle of attack at these locations is computed for each half of the trajectory.


 − χ tanh[Kv sin(πt5 (1 + γ) + β + ξ1 )]/tanh(Kv ) if Kv > 0

θ 5 (t5 ) =

 − χ sin[πt5 (1 + γ) + β + ξ1 ]
if Kv = 0


(4.13)



 χ tanh[Kv sin(πt6 (1 + γ)/γ + β + ξ2 )]/tanh(Kv ) if Kv > 0

θ 6 (t6 ) =
(4.14)

 χ sin[πt6 (1 + γ)/γ + β + ξ2 ]
if Kv = 0

Here, 0 ≤ t5 ≤ γ/(1 + γ), the phase shift ξ1 = π/2 if S = 2 or 4, otherwise ξ1 = 0,
0 ≤ t6 ≤ 1/(1 + γ), and the phase shift ξ2 for θ 6 is calculated based on the final value
of θ 5 so that θ 5 and θ 6 are easily appended. Next, θ 5 (t) and θ 6 (t) are appended and
smoothed using a bezier curve fit to obtain the angle of attack α(t). Afterwards 90◦
is added to α(t) so that the fin will oscillate between 90◦ ± χ (It should be noted that
in the current SPM system, the fin is mounted at a 30◦ angle so this is subtracted
from α(t) to obtain the correct motion.)
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Sixth, with x4 (t), y4 (t), z4 (t), and α(t) computed, the rotation matrix relative to a
stationary frame for every point in time is calculated using the x, y, and z axes of the
fin in the rotated frame. The z-axis is a vector from the origin to the x-y-z position
along the trajectory and is expressed as
 x4 (t) 




Z(t) =  y4 (t) 


 z4 (t) 



(4.15)

The x-axis points along the flat surface of the fin and is computed using:

©
X(t) = Z(t) × Z(t) ×
«

 cos(α(t)) 

ª

®
 sin(α(t))  ®

®


0

¬

(4.16)

With X(t) and Z(t), the y-axis is computed using
Y(t) = Z(t) × X(t),

(4.17)

at which point the rotation matrix, R, is assembled.
 | | |   R11 R12 R13

 

 
R =  X Y Z  =  R21 R22 R23

 
 | | |   R31 R32 R33

 









(4.18)

Finally, these rotation matrices are converted into tait-bryan angles (Z-Y-X fixed
angles) using:




R13


β1 = arctan  q
,


2
2
 R11 + R12 


α1 = arctan[−R12 /R11 ],

(4.19b)

γ1 = arctan[−R23 /R33 ],

(4.19c)

(4.19a)

which are interpreted and executed by the SPM. The time vector spans from 0 to
1 with a constant ∆t. The list of tait-bryan angles and the non-dimensional time
vector are scaled based on the frequency input into the SPM control software.
Trajectory Execution
The three-dimensional trajectories are executed using a SPM from hepia [49, 50],
shown in figure 4.6, provided with an executable control interface and software
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Figure 4.6: Image of the SPM used to execute the generated trajectories with an
example wing mounted. The SPM is inverted and suspended over an oil tunnel
during data acquisition.
[76, 77], which can actuate an arbitrary motion in a ± 50◦ cone accurate to within
1°. (It should be noted that a bird flaps its wings within a much larger cone;
therefore some trajectories found in nature cannot be mimicked by the SPM which
restricts the allowed optimum. Furthermore, the accuracy of the motor is reported
as the maximum error between the desired and the observed tait-bryan angles.) The
SPM is driven by three Kollmorgen AKD series ethercat drives, model number
P01207, and can run certain trajectories at up to 4 Hz. The robot is programmed
to read a list of tait-bryan angles for a single cycle with a non-dimensional time
vector that starts at zero and ends at one. The tait-bryan angles are converted
inside the software into quaternions and a spherical spline quaternion interpolation,
commonly known as squad, generates the path to traverse. With the trajectory for
a single period generated, the robot can loop through this trajectory periodically
ad-infinitum. While traversing through the periodic trajectory, the path between the
current and the sequential set-point is updated every 4 ms.
The fin is a rapidly prototyped 3 mm thick rigid flat plate with a tapered edge,
dimensioned in figure 4.7. The rectangular portion of the flat plate has an aspect
ratio of 1 while the taper is designed to converge to the thinnest point after a distance
equal to one half of the height of the fin. The thickness of the arm is selected for
structural stability and the length of the arm is selected to keep the flat portion of
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66.83 mm

10 mm

66.83 mm

33.42 mm

50.31 mm

Figure 4.7: Dimensioned Solidworks render of the aspect ratio 1 test plate. The
dashed line indicates the location where the plate is submerged when mounted
vertically.

the fin far from the free surface, indicated by the dashed line in figure 4.7, but not
so far as to generate moments that would damage the transducer. When mounted to
the SPM, the tip of the fin is 0.212 m from the center of rotation and is submerged
0.151 m into the working fluid. The length of the fin that is submerged into the fluid
when completely vertical, L f in , is used as the characteristic length scale. When
submerged, the fin has a planform area, A f in , of 6.25 × 10−3 m2 . The trajectories
are executed in an oil tunnel with a test section that is 50 cm x 50 cm x 150 cm,
although no co-flow is used in this study. Considering the size of the test section
area, the SPM only executes about 10 trajectories to avoid recirculation effects. The
tank is filled with approximately 1.2 m3 of Chevron Superla White Oil #5 which has
a density, ρ, of 835 kg m3 and a kinematic viscosity, ν, of 1.6 × 10−5 m2 s−1 . Oil is
used as the working fluid for this study to increase the magnitude of the generated
forces so that they are more easily measurable compared with those in water or air.
Images of the SPM mounted over the oil tunnel are shown in figure 4.8
Optimizaiton Loop and Data Acquisition
The optimization algorithm used is the CMA-ES coded in Matlab and implemented
as follows. First, a set of trajectories for a single generation are created based on
the 9 parameters listed in table 4.1 and converted into a list of sequential tait-bryan
angles dictating the path of the fin to be executed by the SPM. Next, the trajectories
are executed by the SPM, during which the forces and the torques on the fin and
the position of the fin are recorded. The forces and torques are acquired with an
ATI Nano 17 sampled at 250 Hz and recorded with a National Instruments USB
6211 DAQ board. The ATI Nano 17 has a maximum capacity of 25 N in the x
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.8: Images of the SPM mounted over the oil tunnel during data acquisition.
The crank shaft at the top of (a) is used to adjust the submerged depth of the fin. The
white arms attached to the SPM in (c) keep the wire of the transducer from getting
tangled during trajectory execution.
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and y-directions, 35 N in the z-direction, and 250 N mm in all directions. The ATI
Nano 17 has a resolution of 6.25 mN and 31.25 mN mm and is mounted at the
fixed point of rotation. The weight of the fin, taking into account buoyancy, is
subtracted off during post-processing. The position of the fin is sampled at 250 Hz
from Kollmorgen Workbench interfaced with LabView. Three trials are conducted
for each trajectory and the resulting forces and torques per cycle are then phase
averaged and ensemble averaged. Afterwards, an average force per cycle in the x,
y, z, and normal directions (F x , F y , F z , and |Fn |, respectively) are computed. The
instantaneous forces are denoted without an overline. These overall values are then
given a score based upon the following fitness function:
f it = w Fr + (1 − w) ηr

(4.20)

Here, the force ratio, Fr = |Ftarget − Fexp |/Ftarget , and the efficiency ratio, ηr =
|ηtarget − ηexp |/ηtarget , are the primary criterion for success, where the subscripts
‘target’ and ‘exp’ denote the target set-point and the experimentally obtained average
value per cycle. For all searches, ηtarget is set to 1, Ftarget is allowed to vary
depending on the goal of the particular test, and the relative weighting value, w, is
set to 0.8 unless stated otherwise.
After all trajectories for a single generation are given a fitness value, the CMAES generates a new set of trajectories to be tested. This cycle continues until the
optimization algorithm converges, defined as when the range of each parameter falls
below that defined in table 4.2. The interfacing between Matlab, LabView, and
the SPM control software occurs through a custom Sikuli script, which automates
keyboard and mouse inputs, allowing the optimization to run continuously without
human intervention. Within this chapter, the optimal trajectory is defined as the best
trajectory during the final generation when the optimization converges. The best
case across all of the generations is not defined as the optimal trajectory because
this case is sensitive to noise.
4.3

Results and discussion

Optimized side-force
The search is first run to determine the optimal set of parameters to generate a
side-force for use similar to that of a fish’s pectoral fin for MPF locomotion. The
2
2
side-force is defined as Fexp ≡ F m = (F x + F y )1/2 and points in the direction
θ m = arctan(F y /F x ). The efficiency is then defined as ηexp ≡ η = F m /|Fn |. The
direction is allowed to be arbitrary as the trajectory can be rotated such that the
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Parameter
Stroke angle
Deviation angle
Rotation angle
Rotation phase
Speed code
Speed up value
Rotation acceleration
Stroke deviation
Frequency

Symbol
φ
ψ
χ
β
S
γ
Kv
λ
f

Min. Range
3◦
3◦
3◦
0.4
1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.01 Hz

Table 4.2: Convergence criteria for trajectory parameters.

side-force is aligned with the desired direction of motion if implemented. For this
optimization, all parameters are simultaneously adjusted within the bounds shown
in table 4.1 using the fit function:


 0.75 Fr + 1

f it =

 0.75 Fr + 0.25 ηr


if Fr > 0.15

(4.21)

if Fr ≤ 0.15

This variation on the fit function is used to ensure that the optimal trajectory matches
the desired side-force set-point within 15% by heavily penalizing any trajectory that
generates a side-force outside of this band. Although unlikely, there is a possibility
that the optimization could disregard Fr and only minimize ηr if this would provide a
lower overall fit value. In later optimization searches, this is found to be unnecessary
as weighting Fr and ηr is sufficient to ensure that minimizing Fr is a greater priority.
The side-force set-point used is 17 mN, arbitrarily selected after confirming that
a typical trajectory with parameters near the middle of the variable space could
generate this amount of side-force. By selecting a set-point in this manner, the search
can match the set-point exactly and has the flexibility to modify the parameters for
maximum efficiency.
The optimization converges after 104 generations, although after generation 80, the
span of the fitness values decreases significantly. The fit value of every trajectory
tested across all of the generations is shown in figure 4.9. It should be noted that
the significant gap in fitness values is from imposing that Fr be less than 0.15
and heavily penalized otherwise. Although this requirement is strict, trajectories
at later generations meet this requirement, illustrating good convergence behavior.
The convergence behavior of the parameters are shown in figures 4.10(a-i). The
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Figure 4.9: Fitness values for all of the trajectories for every generation, illustrating
convergence towards an optimal trajectory for generating side-forces. It should be
noted that the few values over 2.5 are not shown. These outliers are caused by noise
which did not affect the overall convergence behavior.

parameters are non-dimensionalized as:
ζ∗ =

ζ − min ζ
max ζ − min ζ

(4.22)

where ζ represents a generic parameter. Throughout this chapter an asterisk {∗ }
denotes a non-dimensional value. The convergence behavior of the experimentally
obtained forces and efficiencies are shown in figures 4.10(j-l). These values are nondimensionalized by a single arbitrary value to illustrate the convergence behavior
of the dimensioned value and for ease of plotting. A non-dimensionalization of
this form is indicated by two asterisks {∗∗ }. It should be noted that the dashed line
in figure 4.10(j) illustrates the side-force set-point that the optimization is given to
match; however, the optimization converges to the set-point so quickly, making this
line difficult to discern. Figure 4.10 demonstrates good convergence behavior of all
parameters and forces because the dotted lines, corresponding to the minimum and
maximum values during a single generation, narrow as the generations progress and
because the optimal parameters avoid the allowed maximum value of the parameter
space once the search has converged.
By observing the trends in the parameters across the generations, insight into how
each parameter impacts the overall result can be obtained. Parameters λ, Kv , S,
and γ are quickly determined to be of minimal importance as many of these values
tend towards the minimum allowed value within approximately 25 generates and
some almost immediately. It is worth noting that although a figure-eight trajectory
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Figure 4.10: Convergence of the non-dimensional parameters (a-i), forces (j,k)
and efficiencies (l) across all generations for generating side-force. The solid line
corresponds to the value of the parameter which produces the best fit value while
the dotted lines correspond to the minimum and maximum values of the parameter
during that generation.
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is allowed, the optimization did not select them after a few generations. The best
trajectory of each generation converges to the side-force set-point almost immediately. The parameter adjustments during the following generations primarily modify
the normal force and by relation the efficiency. Parameters φ and ψ, dictating the
overall shape of the trajectory, are adjusted most frequently throughout the search,
illustrating their impact. The overall trajectory started off with a large φ and a
small ψ, which corresponds to a long thin ellipse, but slowly expands into a short
wide ellipse as the generations pass. The rotation angle χ is identified immediately
as important and remains near the maximum allowed value for almost all of the
generations. It should be noted that these results suggest that a diverse family of
trajectories exist which could be considered optimal. This is because during almost
all of the generations, trajectories are found which match the side-force set-point
with comparable efficiencies. Another criterion, in addition to a force set-point and
a maximum efficiency, would be necessary to distinguish between this family of
trajectories.
Highlights of the progression of the overall trajectory with their corresponding Fx∗0
and Fy∗0 as a function of the non-dimensional time t ∗ = f t over many generations is
shown in figure 4.11. The forces are non-dimensionalized as:
{Fx∗0, Fx∗0 }

=

{Fx0, Fy0 }
2 A
1/2 ρUtip
f in

(4.23)

where Utip is the average velocity of the tip of the fin, calculated from the arc
length traversed by the tip and the frequency of the cycle. The trajectory and the
forces are rotated such that the vector sum of the average forces per cycle in the
x and y-directions aligns with the positive y-direction relative to the orientation
in figure 4.1. The variables Fx0 and Fy0 correspond to the instantaneous forces in
the x and y-directions after this rotation. For the remainder of this chapter, a prime
symbol, {0 }, corresponds to forces that have been rotated. Even as early as generation
5, the optimization had already found a trajectory which reasonably matches the
desired side-force set-point. As the generations pass, the overall trajectory changes
significantly. At first, the trajectory is flat in generation 5, and although the trajectory
in generation 6 qualitatively resembles that in generation 79, the rotation timing is
different. It should be noted that the fin is almost normal to the path of motion in
generation 79 during the downward stroke compared with the fin in generation 6,
which is angled relative to the path of motion. Nearly flat symmetric trajectories
are explored as well, exhibited by the optimal trajectory for generation 16; however,
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Figure 4.11: Optimal trajectories for generating side-force with the corresponding
Fm , η, Fx∗0 and Fy∗0 below each trajectory for select generations, illustrating the
qualitative trajectory evolution as generations pass.
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this trajectory results in a lower efficiency compared with that of the previous
generations. After generation 42, the trajectories are qualitatively similar. The only
difference between the optimal trajectory of generation 42 and those afterwards is the
overall angle of the trajectory and subtle changes to the overall shape and the rotation
timing. These changes provide small improvements to either better match the sideforce set-point or to improve the efficiency. By generation 79, the optimization had
found a trajectory which shows good agreement with the side-force set-point and
with good efficiency. After generation 79, only subtle modifications are made to the
parameters as the trajectory progresses towards the optimal trajectory.
Parameter
Stroke angle
Deviation angle
Rotation angle
Rotation phase
Speed code
Speed up value
Rotation acceleration
Stroke deviation
Frequency
Force magnitude
Efficiency
fit

Symbol
φ
ψ
χ
β
S
γ
Kv
λ
f
Fm
η
-

Optimal Value
27.9◦
15.7◦
63◦
4.4
0
1
0.2
0.1
0.19 Hz
16.95 mN
0.364
0.161

Table 4.3: Optimal parameters for generating side-force.
The rotated optimal trajectory for generating side-forces is shown in figures 4.12(a,b)
and the corresponding non-dimensional forces as a function of t ∗ are shown in
figure 4.12(c). The optimal set of variables is given in table 4.3. From the overall
path and the rotation timing of the fin, the optimized trajectory exhibits a ‘rowing’
behavior. During the half of the stroke shown in figure 4.12(a), the fin is nearly
normal to the path of motion, which exhibits qualities similar to a power stroke in
drag-based propulsion, while during the half of the stroke shown in figure 4.12(b),
the fin attempts to be nearly aligned with the path of motion, which exhibits qualities
similar to a recovery stroke. Analysis of Fy∗0 illustrates this behavior as well since
61% of the cycle generates a large positive force compared with the remaining 39%
of the cycle which generates a smaller negative force. The normal force makes up
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Figure 4.12: The forward stroke (a) and the backward stroke (b) of the rotated
optimal trajectory for generating side-force. The trajectory is rotated such that the
vector sum of the forces in the x and y-directions aligns with the positive y-direction
∗0 , and F ∗0 (c)
relative to the orientation in figure 4.1. The corresponding Fx∗0, Fy∗0, Fnx
ny
show the instantaneous phase averaged forces over a single cycle as a function of t ∗ .
47.8% of Fx∗0 and 56.0% of Fy∗0, computed from:
∫1
∆nx ≡ 1 −

0

∫1
∆ny ≡ 1 −

0

∗0 − F ∗0 | dt ∗
|Fnx
x
,
∫1
∗0 | dt ∗
|F
x
0

(4.24)

∗0 − F ∗0 | dt ∗
|Fny
y
.
∫1
∗0
∗
|Fy | dt
0

(4.25)

∗0 and F ∗0 are the components of the normal force in the rotated x and
Here, Fnx
ny
y-directions. This suggests that the majority of the sides forces can be attributed
to the normal force and probably accounts for the trajectory’s efficiency of 0.36.
Qualitatively, the reason that the efficiency is not larger, considering how well
∗0 are in figure 4.12(c), can be understood by considering the
correlated Fy∗0 and Fny
downward stroke and the upward stroke independently. During the downward stroke,
useful force is generated, and because this force primarily comes from Fn∗ , η for
this portion of the cycle is large; however, during the upward stroke, although Fy∗0 is
∗0 , F ∗0 is negative and therefore does not contribute useful
still nearly aligned with Fny
y
∗
forces. This means that Fn is not taken advantage of in a useful way. The alignment
∗0 in the selected optimal trajectory is reasonable because of the nature
of Fy∗0 and Fny
of the given fitness function. The criterion for success is having a large η, which is
defined as the ratio of Fy0 to Fn ; therefore, it is reasonable that an optimal trajectory
would try to align the two components. The Reynolds number, Re = Utip L f in /ν,
for the optimal trajectory is 901.5.
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Figure 4.13: Fitness values for all of the trajectories for every generation, illustrating convergence towards an optimal trajectory for generating side-forces when the
trajectory is constrained to a line.

Optimized side-force limited to a line
The results of the first optimization suggested that a family of trajectories exist
which could match the side-force set-point and have comparable efficiences to
the selected optimal trajectory. Due to the simplicity of implementing a twodimensional trajectory on an AUV compared with a three-dimensional trajectory,
the effect of three-dimensionality is explored. Furthermore, previous studies had
shown that stroke deviation tends to primarily decrease efficiency [52]. For the
second optimization, the same side-force set-point of 17 mN is used, but for this
optimization, the trajectory is limited to a straight line within the x-y plane. To
implement this modification, ψ and λ are set to zero for every trajectory.
The second optimization converges after 84 generations and shows a significant
decrease in the range of the fitness values after generation 64. The fitness value of
every trajectory is shown in figure 4.13. The convergence behavior of the parameters
are shown in figures 4.14(a-i). The convergence behavior of the experimentally
obtained forces and efficiencies are shown in figures 4.14(j-l). Figure 4.14 also
demonstrates good convergence behavior of all parameters because the range of the
variables narrows as the generations progress and because the optimal parameters
avoid the allowed maximum value of the parameter space. Although the range of
the forces and efficiencies start out large, the range narrows significantly in the last
20 generations. Regarding the general behavior of the parameters, Kv is quickly
set to the minimum allowed value. Before approximately generation 40, there is a
significant variation in ψ, χ, β, S, γ, and f , but afterwards only small adjustments
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Figure 4.14: Convergence of the non-dimensional parameters (a-i), forces (j,k) and
efficiencies (l) across all generations for generating side-force when the trajectory
is constrained to a line. The solid line corresponds to the value of the parameter
which produces the best fit value while the dotted lines correspond to the minimum
and maximum values of the parameter during that generation.
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Figure 4.15: Optimal trajectories for generating side-force when the trajectory is
constrained to a line with the corresponding Fm , η, Fx∗0 and Fy∗0 below each trajectory
for select generations, illustrating the qualitative trajectory evolution as generations
pass.
are made. Also, χ tends to remain close to the minimum or maximum allowed value
of ±70◦ illustrating its importance. Again, the optimization finds trajectories which
match the side-force set-point almost immediately and most of the adjustments at
later generations are made to minimize Fn and by relation maximize η.
Highlights of the progression of the overall trajectories limited to a line with their
corresponding Fx∗0 and Fy∗0 as a function of t ∗ over many generations is shown in
figure 4.15. The trajectories explored during the earlier generations are largely
symmetric, illustrated by the optimal trajectory for generation 20, and generate a net
force nearly perpendicular to the path of motion. This type of trajectory is similar
to that typically used by birds during hovering. The symmetry of the motion is
mimicked by a similar symmetry in Fy∗0 during both halves of the cycle; however,
as generations pass, the parameters are changed to angle the net force relative to the
path of motion. This is illustrated by the optimal trajectories of generations 39 and
61. Although there are two distinct peaks in Fy∗0 for the trajectory in generation 39,
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the peaks are more spread out than those in generation 20. By generation 61, the
peaks are almost completely spread out, meaning that a positive Fy∗0 is generated for
a greater portion of the cycle. After generation 61, only subtle modifications are
made to the parameters as the trajectory progresses towards the optimal trajectory.
Parameter
Stroke angle
Deviation angle
Rotation angle
Rotation phase
Speed code
Speed up value
Rotation acceleration
Stroke deviation
Frequency
Force magnitude
Efficiency
fit

Symbol
φ
ψ
χ
β
S
γ
Kv
λ
f
Fm
η
-

Optimal Value
28.3◦
0◦
44.1◦
3.2
2
1.2
0.1
0
0.19 Hz
16.97 mN
0.413
0.119

Table 4.4: Optimal parameters for generating side-force when the trajectory is
constrained to a line.
The rotated optimal trajectory limited to a line for generating side-forces is shown
in figures 4.16(a,b) and the corresponding non-dimensional forces as a function of
t ∗ are shown in figure 4.16(c). It should be noted that an optimal value of S = 2 and
γ = 1.2 means that one half of the cycle is sped up by 20%. The portion of the cycle
that is sped up is composed of the second half of the trajectory in figure 4.16(a)
and the first half of that in figure 4.16(b) which corresponds approximately to
0.27 < t ∗ < 0.73. The optimal trajectory when the trajectory is limited to a line
exhibits a different behavior compared with that when the trajectory is allowed to
have a non-zero ψ. Here, there is no well defined ‘power stroke’ or ‘recovery stroke’
because the trajectory generates a positive Fy∗0 for 82% of the cycle. Compared with
the previous optimal trajectory, Fy∗0 has a lower max amplitude but is significantly
more spread out. Furthermore, for the optimal trajectory limited to a line, Fn∗ tends
to align better with Fx∗0 than Fy∗0. For this case, the normal force makes up 78.5%
of Fx∗0 and 59.3% of Fy∗0, computed from (4.24) and (4.25). The efficiency of this
optimal trajectory is 0.41, a little greater than that for the previous optimization,
which may be related to the result that the normal force makes up more of Fy∗0
than in the previous optimization. It should be noted that during stroke reversal
around t ∗ = 0.5, a positive Fy∗0 is generated. For this portion of the trajectory,
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Figure 4.16: The forward stroke (a) and the backward stroke (b) of the rotated
optimal trajectory for generating side-force when the trajectory is limited to a line.
The trajectory is rotated such that the vector sum of the forces in the x and ydirections aligns with the positive y-direction relative to the orientation in figure 4.1.
∗0 , and F ∗0 (c) show the instantaneous phase averaged
The corresponding Fx∗0, Fy∗0, Fnx
ny
forces over a single cycle as a function of t ∗ .
Fy∗0 does not originate from the normal force, which suggests that other unsteady
mechanisms, potentially wake capture, are utilized. The wake capture argument is
made by considering that the t ∗ when the trajectory is sped up corresponds to a
near flat line of Fy∗0. A possible explanation for this behavior is that the increased
velocity and acceleration of the fin during the latter half of the downward stroke
generates a greater positive Fy∗0 and a greater flow velocity which the upward stroke
moves into and redirects downwards, creating a positive Fy∗0; however, additional
flow visualization is necessary to provide a more definitive answer. It should be
noted that the optimal trajectory may be an artifact of the imposed constraints. Due
to the limits to χ of ±70◦ , the fin is never able to align itself to the path of motion
to minimize the normal force to have an ‘optimal recovery stroke.’ Due to fin
being angled towards the incoming flow throughout the cycle, which would redirect
flow downwards, the fact that the fin maintains a positive Fy∗0 for the majority of
the cycle, even during the second half of the cycle when the fin moves upwards,
is reasonable. The selected optimal trajectory reveals an adaption to the imposed
constraints at a Re of 742.4 and provides a small improvement over the efficiency
of the optimal trajectory found in the previous search. This shows the potential
viability in simplifying the trajectory to a line which is easier to implement.
Optimized thrust
Besides potential applications of the SPM as a pectoral fin, the SPM can also be used
similar to that of a fish’s caudal fin for BCF locomotion; therefore an optimization
is conducted with the same set-point of 17 mN but applied to thrust. For this case,
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Fexp ≡ F z and ηexp ≡ η = F z /|Fn |. To implement this modification, all parameters
are set to zero for every trajectory except for φ and f which are allowed to vary.
It should be noted that for this optimization, the maximum allowed value for f
is changed to 0.4 Hz because preliminary testing showed that trajectories below
0.2 Hz are incapable of generating positive thrust. Due to the limited number of
variables for this optimization, allowing for significantly faster convergence times,
a study regarding the sensitivity of the optimal trajectory to the relative weighting
parameter, w, in the fitness function is conducted. The optimization is conducted
using a w of 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8. It should be noted that because the z-axis points out of
the page in figure 4.1, a useful thrust would correspond to a negative Fz ; therefore,
Fz is non-dimensionalized as:
Fz∗ =

−Fz
.
2 A
1/2 ρUtip
f in

(4.26)

Due to the minimal number of parameters used, all of the optimization searches
converge within 15 generations. The fitness values of every trajectory to optimize
thrust are shown in figures 4.17(a-c). Figures 4.17(d-i), (j-l), and (m-o) illustrate
good convergence behavior of the parameters, forces, and efficiencies, respectively,
for different w. The optimal set of parameters found during each search is given
in table 4.5. These parameters agree well across the three searches as the range is
below that required for convergence (table 4.2). This shows that small changes in
w will not significantly impact the overall trajectory. It should be noted though,
that from the results in previous sections, there are many trajectories which could
be considered better optimal solutions depending on how much priority is given
to matching the force set-point. For example, although not shown, generation 49,
during the optimization search when the trajectory is allowed to be arbitrary in threedimensions, generates 17.36 mN of side-force with an efficiency of 0.41; however,
this trajectory has a fitness score of 0.164, which is greater than the optimal trajectory
which has a fitness score of 0.161, because of the difference between Ftarget and
Fexp . If the application does not require the set-point to be met so accurately, the
relative weighting between Fr and ηr should be adjusted so that this trajectory would
receive a better fitness value.
As a reference, the Fz∗ and the |Fn∗ | over a single cycle as a function of t ∗ for the
three optimization searches are shown in figure 4.18. The behavior of the forces
is as expected because as the fin begins its stroke, the fin generates positive thrust.
This value then decreases near the end of each stroke as the fin decelerates and
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Figure 4.17: Fitness values (a-c) and convergence behavior of the non-dimensional
parameters (d-i), forces (j-l) and efficiencies (m-o) across all generations for different
w. Each column of plots corresponds to the results using the relative weighting
listed on top of (a,b,c), respectively. The solid line corresponds to the value of the
parameter which produces the best fit value while the dotted lines correspond to the
minimum and maximum values of the parameter during that generation.
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Parameter
w
φ
f
Fm
η

Trial 1
0.6
25.2◦
0.32 Hz
17.55 mN
0.139

Trial 2
0.7
26.7◦
0.32 Hz
18.38 mN
0.135

Trial 3
0.8
24.7◦
0.33 Hz
16.49 mN
0.129

Table 4.5: Optimal parameters for generating thrust.
w = 0.6

w = 0.7

w = 0.8
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Figure 4.18: Instantaneous phase averaged forces Fz∗ and |Fn∗ | as a function of t ∗
for a single cycle. At approximately t ∗ = 0, the fin is starting a stroke. The relative
weighting, w, used to find each optimal trajectory is listed above each plot.

pushes fluid in the direction opposite that necessary to generate positive thrust.
When comparing Fz∗ to |Fn∗ | for the optimally selected trajectories, the amplitude
of Fz∗ is small compared with that of |Fn∗ | which accounts for their consistently
low efficiency. The Re for the three trials are 1124, 1184, and 1125, respectively,
which is low for efficient vortex-based propulsion, the mechanism used by fish that
swim using BCF locomotion; therefore, the greater efficiency of the trajectories for
generating side-force compared with those for generating thrust, even though they
both have the same set-point, is reasonable because MPF locomotion typically has
a greater effieincy than BCF locomotion at lower speeds [12].
4.4

Closing remarks

The potential of experimentally optimizing trajectories was demonstrated in multiple
scenarios. For a variety of force set-points and constraints, trajectory optimization
through CMA-ES was correctly able to determine trajectories that matched the
desired set-point with good efficiency, despite the amount of complexity and nonlinearity involved with the flow dynamics. All optimization trials followed the
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general trend that the force set-point was matched within the first few generations and
all following generations were used to modify the efficiency. Across the generations
and in different optimization trials, the stroke angle and the deviation angle were
modified the most, the rotation angle consistently approached the maximum or
minimum allowed value, and most other parameters approached a steady value
without much deviation. Although the general trajectory was shown to be relatively
insensitive to small changes in the relative weighting of the force ratio and the
efficiency ratio in the fitness function, more significant tuning can be implemented
based on user needs. For example, if a degree of error in the force set-point is
acceptable and an estimate of the optimal efficiency is known, the relative weighting
can be adjusted to favor efficient trajectories with a greater error. Furthermore,
the most complex optimization that involved 10 parameters was completed within
104 generations which is approximately 7 days of run time if the optimization is
allowed to run without interruption. This convergence speed allows for a short
turn around time for finding optimal trajectories and allows for the opportunity to
compare different optimal trajectories.
The first two optimization searches involved optimizing side-force, similar to the
method a fish’s pectoral fin or a bird’s wing would be used for propulsion. One
of the trajectories was allowed to be arbitrary in three-dimensional space while the
other was constrained to a line in the x-y plane. Interestingly, the two optimal
trajectories appeared to utilize different strategies. The trajectory allowed to be
arbitrary in three-dimensions generated most of its useful force during one half of
the cycle while the trajectory constrained to a line generated an almost consistently
positive useful force throughout the cycle. (Future studies through quantitative flow
visualization are necessary to provide more definitive answers regarding the nature
of the underlying propulsion mechanisms.) Furthermore, the trajectory constrained
to a line performed comparably to the trajectory allowed to be arbitrary in threedimensions, which shows viability in reducing the complexity of the trajectory if
implemented on an underwater vehicle.
The final optimization searches involved optimizing thrust, similar to the method a
fish’s caudal fin would be used for propulsion. The optimal trajectory was found to
have less efficiency than the optimal trajectories used to generate side-force at the
same force set-point. This disparity in efficiency is likely due to MPF locomotion
being more efficient than BCF locomotion at lower Reynolds numbers.
This optimization study shows promise for utilizing CMA-ES to experimentally
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obtain optimal trajectories for implementation on an AUV. The convergence speed
and the flexibility in the fitness function allows for a variety of ‘optimal’ trajectories
to be defined based upon the desired application. After a library of trajectories
is obtained for a variety of scenarios, these trajectories could have applications in
vehicle control. Future studies involving how the working fluid, co-flow, flexibility,
and axis of rotation affect the forces and efficiencies will help better map out the
parameter space. Future studies involving quantitative three-dimensional flow visualization techniques will be necessary to provide a more definitive answer regarding
the underlying optimal mechanisms used for propulsion.
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Chapter 5

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
The flapping motion is widely utilized in nature, from birds in the air to fish
in the sea. Due to its prevalence and persistence over time, there is much to
learn and many potential applications. Three specific studies surrounding flapping
propulsion are conducted to provide insights into its underlying mechanisms and
to develop potential applications to assist in the design and the development of
underwater vehicles. All studies were primarily conducted in the absence of coflow for simplicity and to investigate the infinite Strouhal number limit.
The first study involved a comparison between propulsion via flapping and via periodic contractions from fish and jellyfish, respectively. The two propulsion mechanisms were directly compared by simplifying the kinematics and manufacturing a
mechanism that could operate in both modes of propulsion. The results showed that
despite using rigid or flexible plates or modifying the duty cycle, flapping is the most
efficient. Furthermore, modifying the duty cycle for clapping propulsion showed an
improved thrust performance compared with flapping propulsion. Finally, the two
propulsion mechanisms were shown to produce similar amounts of thrust per cycle
when the kinematics are identical. This phenomenon was investigated through a
vorticity analysis of the near wake during the first cycle. The analysis suggested
that because the overall kinematics were the same, the vortices generated from both
propulsion mechanisms were generated in similar locations, grew at similar rates,
and moved in similar ways, which led to a similar thrust being generated. This study
provides insights into the selection of a propulsion mechanism when designing an
underwater vehicle. If a vehicle’s objective is to operate with the greatest efficiency,
the results suggest that flapping propulsion should be used. If a vehicle’s objective
is to operate with the greatest thrust, the results suggest that clapping propulsion
should be used.
The first study raises many follow up questions and parameters to explore in the
future. First, the impact of co-flow can be investigated more rigorously to determine
how the thrust, efficiency, and vortex dynamics are modified for all of the test plates.
This would provide greater insights into the underlying mechanisms and a more
direct path to practical applications. Second, the results for clapping propulsion
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demonstrated that its efficiency is significantly hindered by the opening motion. The
primary reasoning for fully opening and closing the mechanism during the clapping
motion was to keep the bounds of the motion the same. This need not be the case
for practical applications if the goal is primarily to improve clapping propulsion.
By exploring the closing distance, a significant improvement in clapping propulsion
will likely be achieved. This is an optimization problem because not fully closing
the plates will decrease the power needed during the opening motion at the cost of
decreasing the thrust generated during the closing motion. Third, there were many
distinct features in the instantaneous force data which could be directly correlated
with changes in the vorticity field using higher resolution and higher fidelity DPIV.
Fourth, computing the contribution of the added mass to both flapping and clapping
propulsions would provide insights into how much the added mass terms contribute
to the overall forces. Finally, all tests were conducted using plates which would
generate approximately two-dimensional flow; however, all practical applications
operate in highly three-dimensional flows. This can be investigated more rigorously
by studying the impact of aspect ratio and plate geometry on the resulting thrust,
efficiency, and vortex dynamics.
The second study involved the characterization of a novel geometry inspired by the
chord-wise bending of a fish’s caudal fin during locomotion. An experimental setup
was designed to test the impact of chord-wise curvature on a variety of static and
actuated plates. Testing using rigid curved plates with a smaller planform area than
that of a baseline flat plate, used to emulate physically curving the free tips towards
each other seen in fish, suggested that increasing the curvature decreases the sideforce, thrust, and required torque with a minimal effect on efficiency. This result
was utilized to develop an actuated plate using nitinol wire which could curve ondemand for any desired duration, which has applications to modulate the forward
velocity or assist in turning maneuvers of an underwater vehicle. Testing using
rigid curved plates with an identical planform area to that of a baseline flat plate
showed that during the stroke when fluid flows into the concave geometry, the thrust
generated increases. This result was utilized to develop a passive snap-buckling
plate which would present a concave geometry into the flow throughout the cycle.
The snap-buckling plate demonstrated superior thrust and efficiency compared with
the baseline flat plate and has applications as an improvement compared with a rigid
flat propulsor.
The second study raises follow up questions primarily regarding flexibility and the
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influence of co-flow. First, flexibility is known to improve the efficiency of flapping
propulsors. Although the snap-buckling plate showed an improved performance
when compared with a rigid flat plate, a comparison to a flexible flat plate would
provide insights into whether the increased design complexity of a snap-buckling
plate provides a sufficient increase in thrust and efficiency. Second, the curved
geometry is shown to ‘channel’ the flow in the thrust direction from 2D DPIV
and dye visualization studies. The influence of co-flow would likely hamper this
behavior, so understanding its influence would provide insights into the range of
Reynolds numbers where curved designs would be applicable. Third, considering
the highly three-dimensional nature of the flow, a quantitative 3D flow visualization
technique would provide more insight into the underlying mechanisms utilized by
the curved geometries. Finally, planform area was shown to significantly impact
the generated thrust and efficiency. A more rigorous investigation of the planform
area can be conducted and an actuated fin developed that could modify the overall
planform area at-will to take advantage of planform area effects.
The third study involved the optimization of a trajectory in three-dimensional space
for a flapping fin propulsor. The generated trajectories were inspired by the motion of
a bird’s wings and a fish’s pectoral and caudal fins. The trajectory was parameterized
by 10 variables, executed by a SPM, and optimized using the CMA-ES. The optimal
trajectory was qualitatively defined as that which met the desired force set-point
with the greatest efficiency. This definition was motivated by potential applications
for vehicle control where a certain force is desired to travel at a specific velocity.
The effectiveness and potential of experimentally finding optimal trajectories was
demonstrated through a few optimization searches. The first two searches involved
finding an optimal trajectory for generating a side-force, similar to how the pectoral
fins of a fish are used. One search was allowed to investigate an arbitrary trajectory
in three-dimensional space while the other was constrained to only investigate trajectories that moved in a line. The third case involved finding an optimal trajectory
for generating thrust, similar to how the caudal fin of a fish is used. Within all three
searches, the optimization found multiple trajectories within the first few generations
that matched the desired force set-point. Many of the generations afterwards were
spent modifying the efficiency. The first case, where the trajectory was allowed to
be arbitrary in three-dimensional space to optimize side-force, converged to a wide
ellipse in which most of the useful force was generated during one half of the cycle.
The second case, where the trajectory was constrained to a line to optimize sideforce, converged to a trajectory that predominately generated a consistently positive
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useful force throughout the cycle. The third case to optimize thrust was primarily
used as a sensitivity study and as a basis to compare vortex-based propulsion to the
mechanisms of the first two searches. The results suggested that small changes to
the fitness function would not significantly change the overall trajectory and that
vortex-based propulsion is not as efficient as generating force in the manner used by
the other two test cases. This is a reasonable result because vortex-based propulsion
typically sees its greatest efficiency at higher Reynolds numbers. The speed at which
the optimization converges, despite the inherit complexities of the flow physics and
the parameter interactions, shows promise for future applications. By developing
a library of optimal trajectories for different applications and flow regimes, and by
understanding how small modifications to these trajectories will impact the resulting
forces and efficiencies, a solid foundation for vehicle control will be obtained.
The potential of the third study is vast, with opportunities to study and expand the
parameter space exponentially. Due to the speed at which the optimization converges, new parameters can be added such as fin flexibility, axis of rotation, co-flow,
working fluid, etc... Furthermore, investigation and comparison of the obtained
optimal trajectories using a quantitative three-dimensional flow visualization technique would provide an explanation for the performance of the optimal trajectories.
Finally, the flexibility in the user-defined fitness function allows for tailoring of the
obtained optimal value based upon the desired application.
Three studies regarding flapping propulsion have been conducted, each which have
produced interesting results and many follow up questions. Hopefully these contributions have provided additional insights into the mechanics involved in flapping
propulsion and evidence for many potential future applications.
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